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EBU Center Enters the Digital Age 
by Maaggle Dugan 

GENEVA 

The European Broadcasting Union's new state-of-the-art 
control center here in Geneva has brought new sophistica-
tion to the organization's program exchange capabilities. 
With new distribution technology and communications 
systems, and the fact that the organization's staff is now 
under one roof, the union has become a more efficient and 
higher quality operation. 
While the facility may be new, the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU) certainly is not. Founded in 1950 by 23 
European radio and television organizations, it replaced the 
International Broadcasting Union, an organization dating 
from 1925, which began to flounder during the upheaval of 
World War II. 

BROADCAST MISSION 
The EBU's mission, then, as it is now, was to serve the 
common interests of European broadcasters by providing 
a network for program exchange and program coopera-
tion. 
The organization boasts 42 active members in national 
public service radio and television operations from 
Western Europe and the Mediterranean Basin; and 18 more 
from Eastern and Central Europe, which became part of the 
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to see a maximum number of pictures exchanged between 
members." 

EBU in January when it absorbed the former broadcasting 
association of Eastern Europe, OIRT. As well, there are 54 
associate members in the union, which makes for EBU 
cooperation in 79 countries around the world. 
The new facility in Geneva brings the EBU's television 
cooperative, Eurovision, into the digital age. The video 
monitoring capabilities, recording and switching facility, 
measurement equipment and intercom equipment, allow 
Eurovision to distribute programs more efficiently and with 
a higher-quality transmission. And when an HDTV stan-
dard is established, Eurovision's control center will be 
poised to promote it. 
Eurovision does not produce any programs. Its charter 
within the EBU is to facilitate the exchange of programs 
between members. 
According to Chief of Eurovision Operations Paul 
Turbang, "Our main job is to coordinate, to monitor and 

KEEPING TRACK 
With the new control center, Turbang said it is much easi-
er to track how and when programs are being exchanged 
and to troubleshoot any transmission problems. 
Eurovision maintains six channels on Eutelsat, plus nearly 
14,000 kilometers of terrestrial circuits to manage the daily 
exchanges. Many sporting events that European viewers 
see are exchanged via the Eurovision network. Eurovision 
also oversees a new exchange, so members can share video 
footage from news events. Eurovision control handles an 
average of 150 transmissions a day; the most it can transmit 
while still maintaining quality is about 300. 
Turbang said the key to Eurovision is managing data flow. 

(continued on page 9) 
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HDTV 

U.S. SELECTS HD 
TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM 

W ASHINGTON, D.C. 

The U.S. "Grand Alliance" of companies 
working toward a terrestrial HDTV deliv-
ery system has selected the Zenith 8-VSB 
(vestigial sideband) system as its transmis-
sion component. 
The selection was made following a round 
of tests comparing the Zenith System with 
General Instrument's QAM (quadrature 
amplitude modulation) system. Both com-
panies are participants in the Grand 
Alliance and have agreed to share all royal-
ties regardless of which system is utilized. 
According to representatives of the group, 
VSB technology was selected based on its 
performance in coverage area, interference 
with existing television signals and overall 
robustness of the signal. The U.S. expects a 
period of "simulcasting" at the onset of 
HDTV service, in which HDTV channels 
will co-exist with NTSC channels. This 
made non-interference with NTSC channels 
a key criterion for the new HDTV system. 
The transmission component was the last 
section of the overall system to be deter-
mined. Other systems selected late last 
year were for audio, data transport, scan-
ning, compression and interoperability 
with other digital media. 
Although VSB has been selected, it will 
continue to be refined before a final HDTV 
system is put in place. Among some of the 
expected improvements are adoption of 
MPEG2 data packets and the insertion of 
several adaptive equalization components 
from GI's QAM. 
Meanwhile, the U.S. broadcast community 
is still holding out hope that a system based 
on the Coded Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplex (COFDM) models under 
development in Europe could still be adopt-
ed. However, since no systems are currently 
being designed for the 6 MHz environment 
of the U.S., such a system is unlikely to be 
available by the time final HDTV specifica-
tions are established in early 1996. 

IMP 

JAPANESE WAVER 
ON HDTV SYSTEMS 
TOKY O 

Displaying the power that Japanese manufac-
turers hold over the domestic market here, a 
Japanese ministry's initial endorsement of the 
U.S. digital approach to HDTV in February 
was quickly withdrawn after one day. 
Following a firestorm of protest from 
major electronics corporations, Akimasa 
Egawa, director general of the Broadcasting 
Administration Bureau at the Ministry of 

Posts and Telecommunications, retracted his 
statement that the ministry would join the 
U.S. to promote digital HDTV in Japan. 
Instead, the government will continue to 
promote the existing analog Hi-Vision sys-
tem at least into the next century while fos-
tering a gradual transition to digital. 
The retraction followed protests from chief 
executives of leading Japanese manufactur-
ers, such as Matsushita, NEC and Sony, who 
appeared to be caught by surprise by the 
original government announcement. For the 
past two decades, leading Japanese compa-
nies have invested billions in the Hi-Vision 
system, which is currently available by satel-
lite with receivers selling for about $6,000. 

BUSINESS ...... 

BTS CHIEF 
SENT TO U.S. 
DAR MSTADT, GER MANY 

Dr. Pieter A. ‘an Dalen, chief executive 
officer of BTS GmbH, has been sent to the 
U.S. to participate in a team investigating 
multimedia opportunities, company offi-
cials announced recently. 
The action was requested by the Philips 
Group Management Committee in Eindoven. 
Riittger Keienburg, formerly chief operat-
ing officer of BTS, has been chosen to suc-
ceed van Dalen. 
In a short statement, BTS said van Dalen 
will participate in the U.S. group in order 
to define ways in which BTS can best take 
advantage of the emerging multimedia 
market, particularly in high definition 
applications. 

NETWORKS 

CZECH REPUBLIC 
GETS FIRST PRIVATE 
NET WORK 

PRAGUE, CZECH REPUBLIC 

Alter newt) 40 yews (il state-run televi-
sion, the first commercial network began 
airing here earlier this year. 
After obtaining a national license, Nova 
TV, a unit of CET 21, began broadcasting 
in February. The venture was funded large-
ly with US$45 million from the Central 
European Development Corp. 
The network provides Western-style 
entertainment, as well as public affairs 
shows featuring question-and-answer seg-
ments with public officials. 
The network will compete for viewers with 
state-run Czech television, which already 
appears to be altering its programming to 
attract more viewers. When Nova launched 
its service showing the popular Czech film 
"Elementary School" and the U.S. film 
"Ghostbusters," the government aired the 
previously forbidden film "The Godfather." 

OLYMPICS 

MATSUSHITA 
READIES DIGITAL 
GEAR FOR '96 
OLYMPICS 
OSAKA, JAPAN 

Even before the flame was extinguished at 
the 1994 Winter Olympic Games, Matsushita 
was readying its equipment for the 1996 
Summer Games in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Matsushita has forged an agreement with 
the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic 
Games (ACOG) to supply television 
broadcast equipment to the International 

Broadcast Center for the '96 games. 
Matsushita will provide 430 D-3 compos-
ite and D-5 component digital VTRs, 120 
digital processing cameras and a comple-
ment of audio and monitoring gear. 
The equipment will be supplied through 
PESA Electronica S.A. of Spain, which has 
been selected as the turnkey supplier for 
the games. 

NEW TECNNOLOGY 

TOSHIBA OFFERS 
SINGLE-CHIP 
MPEG 2 DECODER 

TOKY O 

Toshiba Corp. announced the develop-
ment of a single-chip circuit capable of 
decoding HDTV signals compressed with 
the MPEG 2 standard. 
The unit is designed for use in multimedia 
systems and has the capability to reproduce 
1152x1024 images in real time at 30 
frames per second. The device measures 
225'111114 (15x15mm) and features a single-
chip 0.5Ir triple-level metal CMOS struc-
ture containing 1.1 million transistors. 
The chip requires four peripheral 4M 
DRAMs to decode NTSC signals at 3.3V 
operating voltage, although the 70 MHz 
clock speed is fast enough for HDTV. 

BUSINESS 

NE WTEK GEARS 
TOASTER FOR 
PAL/SECAM USE 

TOPEKA, KANSAS 

NewTek, manufacturer of the Amiga-
based Video Toaster desktop video produc-
tion system, has formed an alliance with 
another U.S. company aimed at bringing 
the Toaster to PAL and SECAM standards. 
Under the agreement, NewTek will unite 
the Toaster with the Passport 4000 stan-
dards converter from Prime Image. This 
will make the Toaster compatible with 
PAL, SECAM, PAL-M, PAL-N and NTSC 
4.43 standards. 
The Passport 4000 also brings time base 
correction and frame synchronization capa-
bilities to the Toaster, meeting a need that 
had long been one of the chief criticisms of 
the Toaster. 
"The Video Toaster equipped with the 
Passport 4000 is going to bring desktop 
television production to vast new markets," 
said Tim Jenison, NewTek president. 
"Prime Image's customers around the 
world have let us know there is a tremen-
dous demand for the Video Toaster in 
diverse video format applications," said 
Bill Hendershodt, president of Prime 
Image. 

SATELLITE 

GEMS TV LAUNCHES 
LATIN AMERICA FEED 
MIA MI, FLORIDA 

GEMS Television, a Spanish-language 
cable television channel, has begun trans-
mitting to Central and South America on 
the Intelsat 332 satellite. 
GEMS is using General Instrument's 
DigiCipher compression technology for the 
transmission, and plans to lease extra chan-
nel capacity for as many as four additional 
programming services. 
Feeds to North America and the Caribbean 
will continue on the SpaceNet 2 bird. 
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Canada Tests Video-On-De mand 
by James Careless 

OTTAWA, Canada 

True video-on-demand. In Canada, it is no 
longer a dream. It is a reality — one being 
tested in this city by Stentor and Bell 
Canada. 
Stentor is the alliance of nine major 
Canadian telephone companies. Bell 
Canada is the local Stentor partner, which is 
providing telephone facilities for the test. 
These companies are providing true video-
on-demand (VOD) services to students at 
Carleton University and the University of 
Ottawa. Since January, these students have 
been able to access over 60 hours worth of 

movies and pretaped lectures, using eight 
PCs located in their respective libraries. 

KNO WLEDGE ON-LINE 
"The trial is intended to test out the technol-
ogy to see how it works in a live situation," 
said Mario Rodriguez, Stentor's associate 
director of advanced video services. "We are 
trying to get feedback from the users on their 
requirements; what they like about the sys-
tem, what they do not like — the changes 
they may wish to see. And we are trying to 
get some feel for potential uses they may 
have for this system." 
"True" video-on-demand is a system in 
which users can access the video they want, 
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when they want it. In contrast, the VOD 
being proposed by cable companies is actu-
ally "near" video-on-demand: a bank of TV 
channels showing the same movie, but with 
starting times staggered at different intervals. 
In this system, if the user misses the 8:00 
p.m. showing on channel A, he has to wait 
five minutes (or more) for the same movie to 
begin on channel B. This is better than hav-
ing to wait two hours for the channel A run 
to begin again, but it isn't true VOD. 
Stentor has managed to bypass near VOD by 
dispensing with videotapes and conventional 
television channels. Instead, it is taking an 
entirely digitized approach to video delivery 
— one that gives the user not just the ability to 
see what they want when they want it, but to 
manipulate that video remotely over the tele-
phone line, just as if it were playing on a VCR. 
The video programming being used in this 
trial is first compressed by a ratio of 100:1 
using the MPEG 1 (Motion Picture Experts 
Group 1) standard. It is then stored in a Bell 
Canada video server computer capable of pro-
viding 66 gigabytes (GB) of storage on line. 
The server is designed to send short bursts of 
information to buffers, or "cache cards," which 
then relay the data directly to users. This results 
in a sort of multiplexed storage facility that can 
serve many users at once without any of them 
tying up the actual hard disk itself 

OPEN WINDO W 
At the other end, the user accesses the 
video simply by using a conventional 
Windows program. 
The two-way interactive connection is then 
made over Bell Canada's network. 
However, the actual signal processing dif-
fers for both sites. 
Delivering video to Carleton University is 
relatively easy. Bell simply sends the MPEG 
I compressed signals down a fiber optic net-
work to the campus, where it is shunted over 
conventional copper wires to MPEG 
decoders mounted on the PCs (each with its 
own individual telephone line). 
"Out of the MPEG decoder comes an NTSC 
signal, which you could plug into a TV set," 
Rodriguez said. "But since we're using a PC, 
it goes into a video card, which allows you to 
display that video on the monitor." 
For the user, the system provides an intu-
itive menu. 
"You get a movie list," Rodriguez said. 
"(It) gives you a little description at the bot-
tom; tells you (in) a couple of lines about 
what the movie contains. Click on the movie 
you want, and up pops a video window 
which starts displaying the movie. And you 
get another little window with the VCR con-
trols, if you wish, on-screen. With your 
mouse you can basically click on the 'stop' 
icon, or the 'fast forward' icon, or the 'play' 
icon. And the movie in the video window 
will respond to your VCR-like commands." 
Normally, it is difficult to adequately deliv-
er even compressed video signals down 
"twisted pair" copper wires, since this medi-
um's carriage capacity degrades over dis-
tance. However, the relatively short distance 
from Bell's fiber termination point to 
Carleton's PCs means such delivery is tech-
nically feasible. 
However, such is not the case with Bell's 
link with the University of Ottawa. In this 
case, the signals are being delivered from the 
server to the user over an extended copper 
network; one long enough to significantly 
degrade video signals. 
For this system, Bell uses Asymmetric 
Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) technology. 

Developed by Bell-Northern Research 
(BNR), the research and development center 
for Bell Canada, it essentially increases the 
carriage capacity of copper networks a hun-
dredfold, making VOD signal delivery pos-
sible on copper networks up to 3.45 miles 
long. After that point, degradation is again 
too high for adequate signal delivery. 
Thanks to ADSL, the University of Ottawa 
has video-on-demand, allowing fourth-year 
students to view 40 course-required films 
whenever they want, on campus. 
The question is, how is it performing? 
"The resolution is not as sharp as the one 
you would see on a regular VCR, but it is 
extremely good," said Pierre Belanger, a 
communications professor at the university 
who is evaluating the trial. "We have had 
some minor technical problems with it, hav-
ing to do with the system crashing on a few 
occasions in the first few weeks. But since 
then, it has been performing up to standard." 

LOOKING AHEAD 
In the meantime, Stentor is planning to test a 
multimedia training course for physicians at 
the Ottawa Civic Hospital. Within two years, 
it hopes to start offering similar multimedia 
services to businesses, and ultimately, to bring 
its version of VOD into the home as part of 
the much-touted "information superhighway." 
Such a service would unavoidably com-
pete with cable television, admits Gary van 
der Meulen, Stentor's director of advanced 
video services. 
"If what you are giving to the home is pri-
marily entertainment, and it is linear video, 
then it is going to be quite similar to what 
the cable companies would be providing." 
But, he added, "The intent is also to pro-
vide more of the interactive transactional 
kinds of services, which require switching 
and interface with the content." 
It is not clear whether the federal broad-
cast regulator, the Canadian Radio-
Television and Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC), will actually allow 
Stentor to make this final move. Under 
Canadian law it is currently forbidden — 
regulations Stentor lobbied hard to change 
during CRTC hearings in November 1993. 
But what is clear is that Stentor has the tech-
nology to deliver true video-on-demand — 
something that, to date, Canada's cable compa-
nies do not have and something that may put 
Stentor's partners into the fast lane of the 
emerging information superhighway. • 

Editor's note: James Careless is a frequent 
contributor to Radio World, sister publica-
tion to TV Technology. 
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OPINION 

America Is More than Just the U.S. 
by Mario Castellanos 

W ith all the discussions lately 
involving global economies, trade 
agreements, single currencies, etc., 

it is no wonder that many companies and 
individuals are feeling somewhat left out of 
what is happening around them. Add to this 
such developments as multimedia, the "infor-
mation superhighway" and communications 
mega-mergers, and it is easy to see why ter-
minology such as digital and hyper-anything 
is old news. 
There is so much happening and competi-
tion has become so aggressive that the 
belief that "build it and they will come" is 
less relevant now than it has ever been. 

A NE W DAY 
Times are definitely changing. It seems 
that companies are no longer developing 
new creations every day, but rather, every 
minute. With each new development, a new 
market to sell these products and services 
must be established, and the aggressive 
companies are progressing toward sales on 
a worldwide level. 
The problem for many companies attempt-
ing to deliver its products and services 
throughout the world is the sheer number of 
cultures and attitudes found in the various 
regions. No where is this more true than in 
the region known as "Latin America." 
For people that do not already know it. 
Central America, South America, Mexico 
and the Caribbean make up a vital part of 
the global marketplace. 
Although "Latin America" is the most 
common reference to this part of the world, 
it is not a very accurate term. In the first 
place, the inhabitants are not "latins" in that 
they are not descended from ancient 
Romans. Secondly, a term like "Latin 
America" suggests that the region is a sin-
gle, large homogenous area with common 
attitudes and customs. As anyone familiar 
with the area knows, this is hardly the truth. 
Also, it must be realized that Mexico is 
part of North America, along with the U.S. 
and Canada. 
As a whole, this region offers a wide 
diversity of languages, cultures and cus-
toms. 
South America consists mainly of 

Spanish-speaking countries, except for its 
largest country, Brazil, which speaks 
Portuguese. There are also a handful a 
small countries in which English is the 
dominant language. 
Central America is also dominated by 
Spanish-speaking countries. The one excep-
tion is Belize, which is mostly English. 
The Caribbean, meanwhile, is a mixed bag 
of languages. This region's numerous 
island nations feature a number of 
European languages, as well as many 

indigenous languages and local accents, 
phrases and colloquialisms. 

DIFFERENT APPROACHES 
When looking to these areas as a potential 
market, there are several approaches to 
choose from. 
Probably the easiest and least costly 
approach is to utilize current, in-house staff. 
With this option, there is no need to worry 
about the complexities of hiring new 
employees and all the associated expenses. 
This approach also eliminates the possibili-
ty of misrepresentation or poor service and 
support by distributors or dealers. 
In addition, an in-house effort affords a 
tighter reign on the operation, and the elim-
ination of a middle man can ultimately lead 
to higher profits. 
However, there are several drawbacks. 
The most prominent is the expense over an 
extended period of time. Dealing with for-
eign markets often means playing by a new 
set of rules and regulations. Everything 
from payment to shipping must be handled 
differently, and travel, communications and 
other expenses could eventually be far 
greater than the revenues from additional 
sales. 
Also, there is the disadvantage of potential 
miscommunications or misunderstandings 
with customers and the problem of not 
being readily available to attend meetings 
or provide consistent personal follow-up to 
sales. 
To overcome these problems requires a 
local employee or representative. An 
employee has the ability to focus on specif-

ic products or services, while a dealer 
would most likely be able to handle periph-
eral items or services that could enhance 
the entire package. In both cases, the 
knowledge, experience and personal con-
tacts provided by a local employee or repre-
sentative could generate immediate results. 
As mentioned above, the possibility of 
misrepresentation exists with an indepen-
dent representative. However, a proper pre-
evaluation when choosing a dealer lowers 
the risk considerably. 
The main problem with local representa-
tion is it generally limits activity to a partic-
ular geographic region. People accustomed 
to the rules, regulations and business cus-
toms of one region or country would not 
necessarily be able to operate so easily in 
another. 

PERSON IN CHARGE 
Another option is to establish a regional 
sales manager. This choice provides the 
benefits of both of the above options. By 
using the direct approach to learn about the 
different countries, a regional manager 
stands the best chance of overcoming a 
common misconception of this area of the 
world: the notion that all markets are the 
same. The fact is that although the basic 
languages may essentially be the same, the 
cultural, business and legal aspects can be 
vastly diverse. 
In addition, a regional manager can also 
learn for himself that engineers in this area 
of the world are as qualified as anywhere 
else, capable of building systems and struc-
tures, not just replacing them. 

This understanding helps tremendously 
when determining how best to penetrate a 
market and whether it is necessary to obtain 
additional assistance. By hiring or appoint-
ing an individual with the ability to deter-
mine at what pace to continue a market 
penetration, or whether to continue at all, a 
company or firm can gain the necessary 
insight and market share to succeed in these 
regions. 
An experienced sales manager will also 
have an opportunity to meet customers 
face-to-face and can then decide which 
dealers or representatives best meet the 
company's needs. Eventually, the goal is to 
have name recognition, perceived product 
reliability and a service organization that 
best suits the customer. 
If one thing can be said about the South 
and Central America, Mexico and the 
Caribbean, it is that it is a very active, 
dynamic region. While the media has 
labeled it an "emerging economy," it is not. 
It has always been a vibrant marketplace 
but is only recently receiving the attention 
it deserves. 
I think the best analogy is to equate this 
region to a train about to leave a station on 
a fast-moving track. Companies looking to 
do business here are like passengers at the 
ticket window asking themselves: "Can I 
afford to get on this train, or can I afford 
not to?" 

Editor's note: Mario Castellanos is a free-
lance journalist and marketing consultant 
specializing in the South and Central 
American, Mexican and Caribbean region. 

SHOW LISTINGS 

Editor's note: The 1994 edition of Broadcast in Madrid, Spain, 
originally scheduled for 10-13 May, 1994, has been postponed 
until October of 1995. For information, contact show organizers 
at telephone: +34-1-722-5000 or FAX: +34-1-722-5792. 

25-29 April — Africa Telecom '94 
Cairo, Egypt. Organized by the International 

Telecommunication Union. For information, contact Tom 
DAHL-HANSEN or Suzan Hee-Sook LEE at the ITU at Place 
des Nations, CHI211, Geneva 20, Switzerland, telephone: +41-
22-730-5811; FAX: +41-22-730-6444. 

5-7 May — TV Quip East '94 
Vilnius, Lithuania. The first television equipment exhibition for 
Eastern and Central Europe. For information, contact show orga-
nizers at 3, Rue Henri Martin, 92100 Boulogne, France, telephone: 
+331-4621-1414; FAX: +331-4620-1730. In Asia: Ste. 15D Plaza 
mpang City, 332 A Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur, 
alaysia, telephone: +603-452-5436; FAX: +603-452-6058. 

1mnofnenreenxc, Ge eCneenvtae, rF. AFXor:  +in4f1o2r2m-7at1i7o-n2,7 c10o notra 7ct1 7th-2e4 o8r1g.anizing 
27 May — DlgiMedla 
Geneva, Switzerland. The EBU's first DigiMedia Conference 

ac 

o 
ill highlight multimedia technologies at the International 

mittee c/o the EBU at Case postale 67, CH-1218 Grand-

25-28 May — KOBA '94 

Ott
.
 Seoul, Korea. The '94 Korea International Broadcast & Audio 

uipment Show sponsored by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and 
l  Energy and eight other government and trade groups. For informa-ir , contact the Korean Broadcast Engineers & Technicians 

ssociation, 14-11, Yoido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-ku, Seoul 150-
101, Korea; telephone: +2-780-0361; FAX: +2-780-0362. 11 
.4 June — BroadcastAsia 1994 
Singapore. The broadcast show returns to Singapore after a 

successful run in 1992. For exhibiting information contact: 
Overseas Exhibition Services in London at telephone: +44-71-
486-1951; FAX: +44-71-413-8230. Also, contact Singapore 
Exhibition Services Pte Ltd. in Singapore at telephone: +65-
338-4747; FAX: +65-339-5651. 

5-8 July — Future Horizons/SMPTE Australia '94 
Sydney, Australia. Television broadcasting, production and 
post production, as well as film and multimedia issues will be 
the focus. For information, contact organizers at telephone: 
+612-976-3245; +612-977-0336. 

3-7 August — CES South America 
Sao Paulo, Brazil. The Consumer Electronics Show opens in 
South America. For information, contact Cynthia Upson at: tele-
phone: +1-202-457-8728, or writer to her at 2001 Pennsylvania 
Ave., NW, Washington, D.C., 20006-1813, USA. 

14-17 August — Video Expo-Set, Broadcast South 
America '94 
Silo Paulo, Brazil. The Sociedade Brasileira de Engenharia de 
TelevisAo will present the show at the Anhembi Convention 
Centre, accompanies by the first South American Multimedia 
Show. For information, contact organizers at Rua Mexico, Ilslj. 
01-CEP20031-144, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil, telephone: 
+5521-220-3386; FAX: +5521-240-8195. 

16-20 September — IBC '94 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The 1994 International 
Broadcasting Convention will be in the RAI Exhibition and 
Congress Centre. For information contact the IBC Convention 
Office, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, U.K.; telephone: 
+44-71-240-3839; FAX: +44-71-497-3633. 

Send announcements and updates to TV Technology 
International, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, Virginia 22041 
USA, or FAX: +1-703-998-2966. 
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BroadcastAsia Sets New Goals 
1994 Exhibition Reflects Pacific Region's 

Dynamic Economic Expansion 

SINGAPORE 

BroadcastAsia continues to emerge as 
one of the leading professional video and 
audio exhibitions in the Pacific Rim, with 
expected 15 percent to 20 percent increas-
es in attendance and exhibitors over the 
1992 show. 
And with a number of new satellite-based 
television networks, including Australia 
Television International, Asian Business 
News, Cable News Network and TVB 
International, as well as new production 
facilities such as a film studio complex by 
Legend Media and the Singapore 
Economic Development Board, the region 
is gearing up for substantial growth. 

GRO WING MARKET 
This year's show, scheduled for May 31 
to June 3 at the World Trade Center here, 
is expected to draw 430 exhibitors and 
more than 10,000 attendees. 
"BroadcastAsia is now firmly established 
as the premier exhibition and symposium 
for broadcasters in the Asian region," said 
Hugh Leonard of the Asia-Pacific 
Broadcasting Union (ABU). 
BroadcastAsia will run concurrently with 
three other communications-related shows: 

CommunicAsia94, NetworksAsia94 and 
MobileConunAsia94. 
"The converging technologies of these 
shows allow visitors to view more prod-
ucts, learn about more new technologies 
and make more contacts than if the shows 

designed to squeeze more channels 
through a single satellite transponders or a 
terrestrial television channel, and non-lin-
ear editing for post production on a desk-
top computer. 
Both the show floor and the conference 
portion will reflect the digital future, as 
speakers and manufacturers roll out their 
visions of where technology will lead the 
industry. Some of the leading companies 
scheduled to exhibit at the show are: 

"BroadcastAsia is now firmly established as the premier 

exhibition and symposium for broadcasters in the Asian region," 

— Hugh Leonard, Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union (ABU). 

were held separately," said Nat Wong, 
senior project manager for BroadcastAsia. 
Like many video- and communications-
related shows throughout the world, 
BroadcastAsia will highlight the enormous 
changes that have overtaken the industry 
in the past few years. Chief among them is 
the onset of digital technology and its 
impact on the production and transmission 
aspects of the industry. 
In fact, the theme of this year's show is, 
"Broadcast Technologies in Transition: 
Where Do We Go From Here?" 
Attendees can expect to learn about such 
developments as digital compression, 

EXPERIENCE and 

RELIABILITY for 

TV-FM TRANSMITTERS 

TV-FM TRANSPOSERS 

MICROWAVE LINKS 

ENG LINKS 

OPTICAL FIBER LINKS 

COMPLEMENTS 

ENG microwave link 

Fully pre-assembled box and standard 
pole for telecommunication systems 

llllllllllllllll 

llllllllll ill llllllll 
11,1 ,1111 llllll I llllll 1111111111111 

For more information: 

TEKO TELECOM SRL 
Via dell'Industria. 5 - C.P. 175 
40068 S.LAZZARO DI SAVENA (BOLOGNA) ITALY 
Tel. +39 51 625 61 48 Fax.+39 51 625 76 70 

V-UHF TV transmitter/transposer 2-200W 

Matsushita, Harris, Quantel, Thomson and 
BTS. 

INDUSTRY SUPPORT 
In addition to international manufacturer 
support, BroadcastAsia has received the 
backing of numerous professional trade 
organizations. Among the list of support-
ers are the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting 
Union (ABU), the Asia-Pacific Institute 
for Broadcasting Development (AIBD), 

the Singapore Broadcasting Corp. (SBC) 
and the Singapore Economic Development 
Board (EDB). Also lending support are the 
U.K.'s International Association of 
Broadcasting Manufacturers (IABM) and 
the U.S. National Association of 
Broadcasters. 
During the show, the ABU will hold its 
engineering bureau meeting and the ABU 
and the IABM will conduct their 
International  Manufacturers  and 
Broadcasters meeting. 
While the Pacific Rim continues to be 
one of the most economically dynamic 
markets in the world, the region's broad-
cast industry is expected to grow substan-
tially in the coming years. And that is like-
ly to result in continued growth for 
BroadcastAsia. 
"BroadcastAsia has proven its worth as a 
specialized event catering to the region's 
broadcast sectors," Wong said. "Visitors 
come to upgrade their equipment and pro-
duction methodology to meet tough mar-
ket demands." 
For further information, contact 

Singapore Exhibition Services Pte. Ltd., 
11 Dhoby Ghaut, 15-09 Cathay Building, 
Singapore, 0922, telephone: +65-338-
4747; FAX: +65-339-5651. • 
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The following is a preliminary list of 
exhibitors at BroadcastAsia '94. A final 
list with booth numbers will be avail-
able at the show. 

Abekas Video Systems 

ADC Telecommunications 

AEV Di Vaccari G&C 

AKG Akustische U Kino Gerate 

AMS Neve 

Asia Pacific Space Report 

Asia Radio Singapore 

Australian Broadcasting Corp. 

Auvi 

Broadcast Rentals 

Bryan Broadcast & Data Comm. 

Broadcast Television Systems (BTS) 

Canon 

Cinekinetic 

Cinerent Technik 

Comstream 

Crow Broadcast Equipment 

Daxco 

Digital Processing Systems 

DX Trading Co. 

EEV 

Egripment 

Elenos 

Finnish Foreign Trade Association 

Fuba Hans Kolbe & Co. 

Fujikoki Singapore 

Genelec OY 

Hagemeyer/Matsushita Electric 

Harris Allied/Broadcast Div. 

HHB Communications 

International Broadcast Information 

International Datacasting 

10 Research 

IRT Electronics 

Italiana Ponti Radio 

Kathrein-Werke 

Larcan 

Link Communications 

Magna Systems 

Maser Technology Group 

Mecomb Singapore 

Miller Fluid Heads 

Odetics 

Otari Singapore 

Para-Di (S) 

Pioneer Electronics Asiacentre 

PKE International 

QTECH Enterprises 

Quantel (HK) 

Radio Computing Services 

RME 

Rohde & Schwarz 

RTI UK 

Sennheiser Electronic Asia 

Sira Sistemi Radio 

Softlmage 

Sony Corp. of Hong Kong 

Talia Sound and Vision 

Team 108 Technical Services 

Technosystem 

Techtel (SEA) 

Teleste Antenna 

Thomson-LGT 

Thomson Tubes Electroniques 

Transtel Technology (M) 

Vistek Electronics 

Winsted 
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Why Have We Sold Thousands 
Of Our Serial DAs? 

5 

1 All DAs Meet Indust?), 
1.Standards Using the 
Latest Technology 

EMI Tested to 
. Comply with 
FCC Part 15 

2 Format Independent with Automatic Selection of 
143/177 Mbs or 270 Mbs 

Versatile Frame 
. Accepts Other 
Modules such as 
VES-2200 Serial 
Digital Logo Generator 

(And 

6. 
VES-2200B Serial Digital 

/ . Black Generator - 
8 Ouputs of Digital Black 
in Component 4:2:2 with 
+3 to -5 Lines of Phasing with 
an Analog Black Reference 

VSE-6800 - 
8 Serial Video 
Outputs Re-clockcd 
with Equalizatiwi 
lip to 300 Meten 

3 Frame Designed •for Over 360 Mbs 

A 10 Modules in 
'T. a 2 RU Frame 
(4 Modules in 
a 1 RU Frame) 

vsm_6800 
J . Monitoring DA - 
4 Serial Video 
Outputs Re-clocked 
and Equalized 

-I Monitoring Video 
Outputs of PAI/N7SC 

:le Price Helped!) 

The Digital Glue For Your Digital Systems. 
Leitch Video International Inc., 220 Duncan Mill Rd. #301, North York, ON, Canada M3B 3J5 Tel: (800) 387-0233 or (416) 445-9640 Fax: (416) 445-0595 

Leitch Europe Limited, 24 Campell Ct., Bramley, Basingstoke, Hams., U.K. RG26 5EG Tel: +44 (0) 256 880088 Fax: +44 (0) 256 880428 
Leitch Incorporated, 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23320 Tel: (800) 231-9673 or (804) 548-2300 Fax: (804) 548-4088 
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(lean Up Your Signal 
Without Cleaning Out 
Your Bank Account. 

You don't have to spend a for-
tune for superior video-process-
ing technology. Because Digital 
offers a complete line of depend-
able, innovative products 
designed to keep you looking 
your best. And every product is 
affordably priced. 
Our prices may be low, but our 
quality is high. Which means that 
everything you buy from Digital 
will do exactly what you expect it 
to do. And it will keep on per-
forming—without costly, time-
consuming maintenance. 
Make your video productions 
look their best with Digital. You'll 
get the cleanest signal around. 
And the cleanest values in the 
business. 
DPS-365 Universal 
Synchroniser - Eight-field com-
posite PAL synchroniser featuring 
built-in TBC with automatic mode 
switching. 
DPS-375SP TBC/Framestore - 
Infinite window correction with 
four-field memory, selectable 
frame, and field freeze. Plus 
many other features to eliminate 
timebase error and allow you to 
edit your video with ease. 
DPS ES-3200 Expansion 
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DPS VT-3000 PERSONAL TBC 

DPS-365 Universal Synchroniser 

DPS-375SP TBC/Framestore 

DPS ES-3200 Expansion System 

DPS VT-3000 PERSONAL TBC II® 

DPS VM-3000 PERSONAL V-SCOPETM 

DIGITAL 

System - Dual-channel rack-
mount chassis designed to house 
any two DPS PERSONAL 
SERIESTM TBCs, V-SCOPEs, 
VDAs, or routing switchers. 
DPS ES-3000 Expansion 

System - Twelve-unit rackmount 
system provides power and con-
trol for multiple DPS PERSONAL 
SERIES cards. 
DPS RC-3000 Remote Control 
- Full-featured, low-cost, multi-
channel remote for DPS serially 
controlled PERSONAL SERIES 
products. 
DPS VT-3000 PERSONAL 

TBC II® - Infinite window 
TBC/Synchroniser features both 
Y/C and PAL composite inputs 
and outputs. Plugs into any IBM® 
compatible or AMIGA® 2000/ 
3000/4000 Series computer, or 
fits a DPS ES-3000 or ES-3200 
rackmount expansion system. 
DPS VM-3000 PERSONAL 

V-SCOPETM - World's first 
Waveform Monitor and 
VectorScope for desktop video. 
Plugs into any IBM compatible or 
AMIGA 2000/3000/4000 Series 
computer, or use with the DPS 
ES-3000 or ES-3200 rackmount 
expansion system. 

DI'S VM-3000 l'ERSONAL V-SCOPET'A 

PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC. 

If you want to look your best 
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Component 
Tapes Tested 
GENEVA 

A series of tests conducted by the 
EBU and German broadcasters indicate 
that the three new component digital 
tape formats are "sufficiently" robust 
under adverse conditions, although 
results varied among the three. 
The European Broadcasting Union, in 
conjunction with German national broad-
casters ARD and ZDF, completed this 
first round of testing earlier this year on 
Panasonic's D-5, Sony's Digital Betacam 
and Ampex's DCT formats. A further 
round of tests in March was expected to 
be followed by a final report in April. 
The EBU said preliminary conclu-
sions from the objective and subjec-
tive testing were that, in the objective 
tests, the formats were found to be 
"sufficiently robust to be suitable for 
all but the most complex and demand-
ing applications." 
However, the report questioned the 
numerical transparency of the video 
compression systems used in DCT and 
Digital Betacam. The same tests on D-
5 — which uses no bit rate reduction 
— were inconclusive and had to be 
rearranged after the D-5 VTRs supplied 
to the EBU proved faulty. 
In the subjective tests, DCT and 
Digital Betacam produced "satisfacto-
ry" pictures, except in a few multi-
generation tests. DCT and Digital 
Betacam both employ forms of bit 
rate reduction of about 2:1. 
Richard Chalmers said that although 
the preliminary report had caused 
some controversy among the manu-
facturers, it could still be modified in 
light of the second round of testing 
and after an "amicable exchange of 
views" with the manufacturers. 
Martin Salter, Ampex's director of 
marketing, said the EBU tests concen-
trated on the "theoretical" numerical 
transparency of the formats. 
'There are two types of transparency," 
he said. "What we are trying to achieve is 
visual transparency, not numerical trans-
parency. The criteria of the EBU were 
very narrow and did not represent the 
overall reasons for choosing a format" 
At Sony, John lye, European director 
of broadcast and pro audio products, 
said the purpose was to stretch the for-
mats past their limit. 
"We are extremely happy with the 
results of the tests," he said. "They were 
very extreme tests over a wide range of 
issues, and we are very pleased with the 
outcome for Digital Betacam." 
All three formats were subjected to a 
range of environmental conditions, 
pushed through 500 animation edits 
and replayed with the heads off-track 
to check error rates. 
Subjective tests involved groups of 
experts and non-experts who compared 
picture quality without knowing which 
format they were watching or what sort 
of processing or the number of genera-
tions the tape had been subjected to. 
As of presstime, D-5 was due to 
undergo the same tests. The results, 
along with revised conclusions for 
DCT and Digital Betacam, are expect-
ed to be circulated to EBU members 
in the final report in April. • 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE T 

EBU Enters the Digital A . 
It works like this: A program or a piece of 
news footage is offered by a member; EBU 
sends that offering out to all other mem-
bers, who reply if interested. Then the EBU 
coordinates the transmission of the pro-
gram and tracks the utilization of the pro-
gram for billing. Members pay for the abil-
ity to use EBU transmissions based on the 
number of household viewers or listeners. 
Larger members pay more, and probably 
contribute more, but every member has 
access to all the programming exchanges. 
Up until the new facility was built, the 
EBU staff was split between Brussels and 
Geneva, making communication more 
cumbersome for managing and tracking 
program exchange. The new operation 
brings business and technical people 
together, greatly improving the data flow 
and making it less expensive, a savings that 
will be passed along to members. 

FUTURE PLANS 
Radio remains somewhat of a second sis-
ter to television at the EBU. The radio 
cooperative, Euroradio, still does not have 
a radio-only transmit station. 
"The problem with pooling in radio is the 
language, and that is why it cannot work 
like Eurovision, where we have a picture in 
common," Turbang said. 
But the EBU has a target date of September 
1994 to install a radio transmit signal in the 
technical center in Geneva, allowing for the 
same quality and efficiency of program-shar-
ing for radio as for television. 
Euroradio does manage some radio trans-
mission via satellite for its members — 
each year 180 live concert events are 
broadcast. But the rest of the program shar-
ing is done on tape: Some 1,500 classical 
concerts and operas are mailed between 

members each year. 
Thomas Alexanderson, who heads up 
Euroradio, calls this "the last idealistic pro-
gram exchange in broadcasting in Europe." 
A member records a concert, clears the rights 
to broadcast for the other members, offers it 
through the Euroradio network and mails 
tapes to receiving members across Europe. 
Alexanderson is looking forward to next 
fall  when  the 
Euroradio technical 
center will be com-
plete. 
"Next year, we will 
be able to transmit 
these concerts to all 
our members to 
record," he said. 
"This will simplify 
the exchange pro-
gram tremendously, 
and hopefully create economic gains for all 
our members." 
The delay is not just getting the Geneva 
control center up to speed, it is also equip-
ping the radio members to receive the 
transmissions. Although the EBU fund 
helps to subsidize part of the cost of 
installing satellite reception equipment, it 
takes time to get all the members prepared, 
especially the new members from OIRT, 
who in many cases are poorly equipped 
technically. 
Alexanderson also has organized a comput-
er databank and e-mail system to increase the 
efficiency of member communication. 
"A couple of years ago, I realized how 
many sheets of paper we circulated by mail 
from this office every year and installed a 
databank here, which is being used by an 
increasing number of members," he said. 
Besides program exchange. Euroradio 

hopes to improve its ability to provide tech-
nical operation services for news and sports 
events by offering portable satellite stations 
for reporters to use on location. 

DARK SUITCASES 
"We have two dark suitcases," said 
Alexanderson, "which you just unfold, put 
up the antenna, phone the international 

satellite  and  the 
reporter can be linked 
to his home base to 
report." 
And something that 
Euroradio can do that 
Eurovision probably 
cannot is a project of 
program cooperation. 
Last year, Euroradio 
organized a joint 
commission to pro-

duce plays of well-known authors. "Now 
Euroradio has entered the realm of the spo-
ken word and proved there can be program 
cooperation, which is economically sensi-
ble in this way," Alexanderson said. 
Turbang said the new facility changes the 
EBU's television and radio cooperatives' 
technology and efficiency, but not the mis-
sion. 
"Of course, there are improvements in 
communication and coordination activi-
ties," he said, "but the new technology of 
digital switching is the big thing, which we 
will begin next year. But we are here, as 
before, to facilitate the exchange between 
our members." • 

Up until the new facility 

was built, the EBU staff was 

split between Brussels 

and Geneva .. . 

Maggie Dugan, an independent consultant, 
writes on the industry for Radio World, sis-
ter publication to TV Technology, from 
Switzerland. 

EC Proposes Data Highway  Ind 
by Chris Dickinson 

BRUSSELS, Belgium 

The European Commission (EC) has proposed to set up a 
development fund of ECU 5 billion to help research and build 
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) links in an effort 
to create an "information superhighway" across Europe. 
If the plan is approved by member states, the effort would 
mirror plans for broadband video and data networks currently 
being examined in the United States and Japan. 
The money, which would be made available over the next 10 
years, is part of a package put to European governments by EC 
President Jacques Deb ra in support of new information net-
works. The aim is not only to help finance projects, but to coor-
dinate the work of individual national telecom operators and 
ensure common standards. 
However, before the EC fund is established, national govern-
ments will have to approve it, which is unlikely to happen 
before June. 
EC officials said disagreement over the proposal currently 
centers on exactly what the money should be made available 
for. 
"Some states feel that it should cover the infrastructure only, 
but most think that it should cover not only the infrastructure, 
but also the associated services," according to an EC statement. 
Whatever the final make-up of the fund, the creation of an 
information superhighway is already being researched by a host 
of telecommunications operators, software companies, equip-
ment manufacturers and broadcasters. 
The EC estimates that the cost of a such a project is likely to 

total about ECU 150 billion over the next 10 years, of which 
ECU 67 billion would be needed between 1994 and 1999 for 
priority projects. The overwhelming majority of this money is 
expected to come from private investors. 
In the U.K., British Telecom has announced a consortium 
with Pearson, one of the backers of BSkyB, as well as with ter-
restrial channel LWT and U.S. retailer Kingfisher to develop 
video-on-demand services on the BT network. A small-scale 
trial is due to begin this spring in Ipswich, located north east of 
London. The trial will be to test the technology for these ser-
vices using equipment supplied by U.S. software management 
specialists, Oracle Corp. 
A larger trial involving up to 2,000 homes is planned for the 
fall. 
Oracle, which has also signed a deal with U.S. broadcaster 
Capital Cities/ABC to develop a new interactive video news 
service, is supplying the BT trial with the computer capacity 
and management software to control up to 17,000 simultaneous 
demands for video programs, plus the capacity to expand that at 
least ten-fold. 
Other European companies are also researching how televi-
sion channels and video services can best be managed down a 
cable link, though the relatively high take-up of cable I'V ser-
vices in countries like Germany and Benelux already mean the 
infrastructure is available. 
France, Germany and Italy are all known to be testing systems 
for interconnecting video programming with telecommunica-
tions. As a result, the market for both programming and equip-
ment is expected to increase in Europe over the next several 
years. • 
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Designing a Shortwave Receiver 

by Doug Lung 

Question: 
Ever wonder 
why transmitter 

manufacturers operate 
Altronic dummy loads 
at NAB and other 
trade shows? 

Answer: 
The best performance 
and the most dependable 
dummy loads built. 

ittlegik•AUI: 
11111RIFAMI1 

•P' 

ALTRONIC 
RESEARCH 
INC. 

WATER AND AIR COOLED 
MODELS FROM 

1000 WATTS TO 1,500,000 WATTS 
• 

P.O. Box 249 
Yellville, AR 72687 

(501) 449-4093 

R
ecently, I lost the parts for a short-
wave receiver/frequency standard pro-
ject I had been working on. Well, for-

tunately I found them in Los Angeles before 
the earthquake rearranged my apartment. I 
hauled them back to Miami and am pleased 
to report I have come up with a working 
design that uses two ICs and one FET. 
This month I will show you the details so 
you can build and perhaps improve on the 
design. Although I have only tested this cir-
cuit with the U.S. standard frequency station 
W WV operating at 10 MHz, there is no rea-
son why the circuit cannot be modified to 
work on other frequencies. 
Most time and frequency standard stations 
operate on 5 or 10 MHz. Table 1 is a list of 
major worldwide time and frequency stan-
dard stations operating full time. I have not 
listed all stations or all frequencies, but 
shortwave guides usually list these stations. 
The most complete list I have seen is in the 
"World Radio TV Handbook" published by 
Billboard Books. It should be available at 
most amateur radio stores. 

WHY BOTHER? 
Why build this receiver/frequency stan-
dard? While it is possible to use a calibra-
tion laboratory with traceable standards, the 
calibration they provide usually is not valid 
for more than six months. Also, with less 
expensive frequency counters, the long-
term stability of the time base in the counter 
may not be sufficient to provide accurate 
enough readings even over six months. 
Figure 1 shows the receiver/standard. The 
heart of the circuit is the NE602 double bal-
anced mixer/oscillator integrated circuit. 
The SA602 is an equivalent chip, and I used 
one made by Signetics. The NE602 is 
designed for use in cellular radios as a sec-
ond mixer, but does an excellent job at HF 
frequencies. The specifications show a typi-
cal noise figure of 5 dB at 45 MHz with a 
third-order intercept point of -15 dBm. 
The NE602 amplifies the off-the-air stan-
dard frequency signal applied to Li and 
mixes it with the signal from its oscillator. 
The output of the NE602 is the difference 
between the oscillator's crystal frequency 
and the standard frequency station. A capac-
itor across the crystal (X1) permits it to be 

the wipers to the LM386 — a coupling cap 
is not required here. I also found it was nec-
essary to use a tuned input circuit to increase 
RF coupling efficiency. While it worked 
without one, performance was horrible. 
I was also concerned that the internal oscil-
lator circuitry in the NE602 would not be 
stable enough for use as a frequency stan-
dard. This turned out not to be a problem, 
however. I was easily able to keep the fre-
quency within 0.02 ppm long enough to cal-

ibrate my frequency counter, although I did 
find that connecting the counter to the oscil-
lator slightly changed the frequency. This 
should only be a problem if you are attempt-
ing to use the calibrator without receiving 
the standard frequency station. 
Reducing the value of C3 and/or inserting 
a resistor in series with it should help isolate 
the counter output. If the coupling is 
reduced too much, an additional amplifier 
stage may be necessary to get enough volt-
age to operate the counter. 
Other than the ICs and the crystal, the parts 
are not particularly critical. However, the 
quality of the capacitors used in the oscillator 
circuit will directly affect its stability. Use 
ceramic capacitors with "NPO" temperature 

drift characteristics for C3, 
C4, C5 and C6. The coarse 
(Cl) and fine (C8) frequency 
adjust capacitors need to be 
high quality variable capaci-
tors, but do not use compres-
sion type mica trimmers. 
I used a Sprague-Goodman 
"Filmtrim" capacitor for C7 
and an air variable 1-3 pf. 

capacitor for C8. NPO ceramic trimmers 
should work fine for Cl, but for C8 an air 
variable or piston trimmer is better, since 
they have less of a tendency to change 
capacitance when the tuning tool (or your 
hand if you use a knob) is removed. 
Whatever type of variable you use, be sure 
to ground the side the tuning tool will touch. 
The 0.1 pf bypass caps are not critical. 
However, I would recommend using a film 
type capacitor rather than a ceramic capaci-
tor for C11 and C10. 
All capacitors with polarities shown are 
electrolytic. I used tantalum caps for C12, 
C13 and C14 and a plain electrolytic for 
C15. None are critical, but C12 and C13 
should be matched. A film type capacitor 
would be best here, but it must be large. 
The inductors LI and L2 will probably be 

Table 1. Time and Frequency Standard Stations 
ATA  - India (New Delhi) 10 MHz. 
BPM  - China (Xian) 5, 10 MHz. 
CHU  - Canada (Ottawa) 3.330, 7.335, 14.670 MHz. 
JJY  - Japan (Tokyo) 5, 10 MHz. 
LOL  - Argentina 5, 10 MHz. 
VNG  - Australia (NSW) 2.5, 5, 10 MHz. 
WWV  - U.S. (Colorado) 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz. 
VVWVH  - U.S. (Hawaii) 2.5, 5, 10, 15 MHz. 

adjusted to the same frequency as the stan-
dard (zero-beat) or to a precise offset. 
The output of the NE602 also includes the 
sum of the two frequencies — 20 MHz. I 
filter this out with an RC network (R5, R6, 
C10, C11) before amplifying the audio with 
an LM386 amplifier. Capacitor C14 increas-
es the gain of the LM386 to 200, which is 
enough to drive an efficient speaker. 
I had some reservations about the circuit 
while building it. First, I was not sure I 
would have enough RF or audio amplifica-
tion, and the first circuit I tried did not. I 
increased the audio output by using the bal-
anced output of the NE602 and the balanced 
inputs of the LM386. I had to eliminate the 
volume control when I did this. If you need a 
volume control, use a dual 10K audio taper 
potentiometer after C12 and C13. Connect 

the most difficult to locate. I wound my own 
using iron power toroid cores. Li has 30 
turns of #26 wire on a T68-6 core with a 5 
turn coupling loop. L2 ended up being 2.6 
microhenries — 23 turns of #22 wire on a 
T50-2 core. I like toroid cores because they 
are self-shielding. However, conventional 
coils wound on a form like a plastic 35mm 
film canister ought to work. LI needs to be 
4.2 microhenries, and the coupling loop 
should match the 1:6 turns ratio. 
None of this is critical, however, as long as 
the tuned circuit LI and CI resonate at the 
same frequency as the crystal and the stan-
dard frequency station. I used another 

"Filmtrim" variable capacitor to tune LI. Do 
not be afraid to remove turns or add a paral-
lel capacitor if needed to resonate the circuit. 
The value of L2 will depend on the crystal 
used, or it may not be necessary at all. I 
used a 10.000 MHz CTS microprocessor 
crystal for Xi. 

IN TUNE 
My original circuit did not include L2, and 
I found I could not get the crystal to oscil-
late below 10.002 MHz. I added inductance 
(L2) until I could tune the crystal using C7 
and C8 through 10.000 MHz. Unless you 
can tune the crystal through zero beat, it is 
tough to be sure the frequency is correct. 
My first receiver had problems with loud 
feedback. Apparently, a small amount of RF 
was getting through the LM386 and back 
into the NE602. I solved the problem by 
adding a 100 rnicrohenry RF choke in series 
with the power supply line to the LM386. 
A series resistor (R1) working with the 
0.1 pf bypass capacitor on pin 8 provided 
sufficient decoupling. If the bypass caps do 
not have good characteristics at radio fre-
quencies, add a 0.005 to 0.01 pf ceramic 
capacitor in parallel with them. 
The power supply for the frequency stan-
dard receiver is simple — 4 AA cells. I 
measured the current draw at 8 InA when 
using earphones at audio output. 
This type of receiver is known as "direct 
conversion," and they have a history of being 
very sensitive to picking up hum. Since we 
will use the power line frequency to get 
extremely accurate frequency readings from 
the circuit, there cannot be any hum on the 
signal. Direct conversion receivers are also 
known to pick up nearby AM radio stations. 
The inductively coupled input and resonant 
input circuit should eliminate this problem. I 
have not seen a problem with "bleed-
through" when testing in an urban area 
(Miami). 

(continued on next page) 
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A Look at the Video Explorer 

by Max Whitby 

SPECIAL 

F
ifteen years ago, as a trainee for the 
British Broadcasting Company, I 
quickly learned to appreciate the high 

standards that the fabled organization set for 
production quality. The complexities and lim-
itations of broadcast and video technology 
required a team of technical engineers, but 
they impacted the creative process as well. 
I looked forward to the day when, as a 
producer, I would have technical as well as 
creative control. Today, as founder and 
director of the Red, Green & Blue 
Company, a London-based teleproduction 
company doing work for the BBC, Thames 
Television, London's Channel 4 and 
British film-makers, I have that control 
right on my desk with an Apple Macintosh 
Quadra 950 computer and a Video 
Explorer digital video processing card. 
I first saw the potential of the Mac in 
broadcast production while working on a 
program called "Hyperland" that involved 
Douglas Adams, creator of the futuristic 

"Hitchhiker" series. The show featured 
complex graphics, all done on a Mac. 
I was convinced that this kind of device 
would result in the same kind of revolution 
in television production that we have already 
seen in document publishing. However, at 
that time, I was not satisfied with the quality 
of the video output from the Mac. 
In 1990, I read about a new video card 
that offered high resolution, broadcast-
quality output. I tried it and found it to be 
completely true to its claims. The card was 
the Video Explorer from Intelligent 
Resources Integrated Systems, an 
American company headquartered in 
Arlington Heights, Illinois. 
The Video Explorer enables broadcast qual-
ity video to be produced from a Macintosh 
desktop computer. It can work in a variety of 
extended Macintosh applications, supporting 
such advanced capabilities as image capture, 
processing, real-time and special video 
effects, multimedia, animation, paint and 
character generation with anti-aliasing. 
Today, at the Red, Green & Blue Company, 
I use a Video Explorer RGB input/output 
card with either a Macintosh Quadra 950 or 
Macintosh 800 and an Avid editing system. 
Science and history documentaries repre-
sent the bulk of my work. One of my recent 
productions, "The Truth About Sex," aired 
on BBC 2's "Horizon" series. 
The Video Explorer was used to create all 
of the program's graphics, and the results 
were quite satisfying. Everything was done 
within our £3,000 budget. If we had opted 
for traditional methods of character genera-
tion, it would have cost two to three times 
that amount. 

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PACE 

Constructing Your O wn 
Shortwave Receiver 
Construction is not difficult. I built the first 
version in one evening using the "ugly" cop-
per clad board method. The ugly method 
made it easy to change components and opti-
mize the design. With a little care, it might 
not even look too ugly. If you are not famil-
iar with this style, this is how to do it: 

STEP BY STEP 
Take a copper-clad printed circuit board 
blank, about 4x6 inches (10x15 cm) in size 
and position the ICs, capacitors and connec-
tors around the board to keep the lead 
lengths as short as possible. The circuit 
board serves as a ground plane. Once the 
items are positioned, secure the ICs dead bug 
style (legs up) on the board by using a short 
piece of bus wire or component lead to tie 
the ground connections to the board. 
Next, solder the IC bypass capacitors to the 
IC leads and ground, keeping the capacitor 
lead length to a minimum — 1/4 inch (6 mm) 
or less. Finally, connect the rest of the com-
ponents using their ground connections or 
other components to support them. Double 
check all the connections and the position of 
the IC's before applying power. The pin con-
nections for the IC's are shown in Figure 1 as 
they appear from the bottom of the IC. 
If all this construction sounds too difficult, I 
found an alternative. Ramsey Electronics, Inc. 
(793 Caning Parkway, Victor, NY 14564, 
telephone: +1-716-924-4560, or FAX: +1-

716-924-4555) sells a kit with the NE602, 
LM386 and all the other parts needed to make 
a tunable 10 MHz receiver. (Batteries not 
included). I paid US$30 for the kit. 
Although I have not had a chance to test it, 
I do not see any reason why it could not be 
modified for this application. It does not 
include a crystal, so you would have to mod-
ify the board to use my crystal circuit. Also, 
only one of the NE602 outputs and one of 
LM386 inputs is used, without much filter-
ing, but again, this does not appear to require 
a significant modification. You would lose 
the volume control, but since the kit includes 
an RF gain control, it should not be missed. 
Ramsey uses a 9 volt battery to power the 
kit. The NE602 cannot handle 9 volts, so 
Ramsey includes a 6.2 volt zener to reduce 
the voltage to the chip. I would recommend 
using 4 AA cells and eliminating the zener. 
If you have any questions or comments, fax 
them to me at +1-305-884-9661, or tele-
phone me at +1-305-884-9664 after 6:00 
p.m. eastern U.S. time. The fastest way to 
reach me is via CompuServe or Internet. My 
CompuServe ID is 70255,460. On the 
Internet, use 70255.460@compuserve.com. 
You can also write me at 2265 Westwood 
Blvd., Suite 553, Los Angeles, CA 90064. • 

Doug Lung is vice president and director 
of engineering at the Telemundo Group of 
stations. 

A recent challenge has been an animation 
project called "The Mouse/Cat," a chil-
dren's story illustrated by Nicola Bailey. I 
am working with Grasshopper Productions, 

Intelligent Resources Video Explorer brings multimedia 

to the Mac. 

an English company that won an Emmy 
Award for a similar animated program, 
"The Angel and Soldier Boy." 
Using the Video Explorer, we took the 
illustrations from print form and brought 
them to video, adding animation along the 
way. We ended up with a 30-minute pro-
gram of about 30,000 frames of animation. 
In a major undertaking of this type, con-
ventional animation methods would have 

required a budget of approximately 
£500,000. With the Video Explorer, the 
graphics were done for half that cost. 
Currently, I am producing and directing a 
segment of "The People's Century," a 26-
part history of the 20th century that is 
scheduled to air on both the BBC and the 
U.S.'s PBS network in 1996. 

Products like the Video 
Explorer enable people to pro-
duce exceptional programs for 
less than they thought possible. 
As a producer, it means I can lit-
erally do it myself. I have con-
trol over the images, and I can 
generate the quality I require. 
The Video Explorer enables me 
to complete my artistic vision 
without a lot of layers. It lets me 
go from concept to completion 
with little space in between those 
two points. • 

Editor's note: After spending a 
decade with the BBC, Max 
Whitby formed the Red, Green 
and Blue Company in 1989. He 
then founded The Multimedia 
Corporation, a firm committed to 

the advancement of multimedia, in 1990. He 
holds a degree in philosophy from Oxford 
University, has produced more than 50 doc-
umentaries on science and history subjects 
and holds numerous awards from English 
and American television organizations. 
For further information on the Video 
Explorer, contact Intelligent Resources (tele-
phone: +1-708-670-9388: FAX: +1-708-
670-0585), or circle Reader Service 20. 
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RELIABILITY  GO HA 
With C.T.E. equipment, there is an effectiveness you 
cannot ignore. 
In fact, C.T.E.'s manufacturing process includes quality 
control checks that make all products masterpieces of 
reliability. At the same time, CCIR. FCC and OIRT 
requirements are fully complied with and prkes are 
kept reasonable. 
Our team of professional engineers is always on hand 
to provide any assistance you may require. C.T.E.'s 
impressive number or installations and next-door 
service demonstrate our achievements. 
At CIE., we believe that technical innovation and its 
continued implementation are the most important 
ingredients for success. And when you buy a C.T.E. 
product, you share in this success. 
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Quality Audio Strengthens Video 

by Mike Sokol 

SPECIAL 

M
ost video facilities are being asked 
to do more complex audio as part 
of the editing process. Sometimes, 

even the best equipped studios fail the most 
basic audio editing chores. Here are some 
procedures and equipment setups that will 
help your staff streamline the audio editing 
process and make better sound tracks at the 
same time. 

AUDIO MONITORING 
While it is obvious that you should not 
edit video on a black-and-white monitor or 
a cheap TV receiver, many facilities use 
the equivalent level of equipment for their 
audio. In the past, the sound was judged 
acceptable if it was undistorted and the 
meter was moving, but modern audiences 
have become acclimated to the music video 

experience — the sound must be excellent, 
or they will quickly loose interest. The only 
way to know what the final product will 
sound and look like is by using proper 
monitoring. 
Although even many consumer hi-fl 
speakers will sound better than the built-in 
three-inch drivers in video monitors, pro-
fessional speakers offer much more flexi-
bility and realism. 
Unless you are doing music video editing 
for heavy metal rock bands, you do not 
need the huge cabinets found in many 
recording studios; near field speakers will 
be fine for most applications. These moni-
tors are designed to sound good when 
placed three to five feet away from your 
ears and about the same distance apart. 
Typically they are two-way, with a six-inch 
or eight-inch woofer and a single tweeter. 
Yamaha, JBL, and Tannoy have sold many 
such units to recording studios around the 
world. Fostex manufactures a line of excel-
lent monitors with built-in amplifiers, 
which simplifies installation. (Be sure to 
look for magnetic shielding if you plan to 
mount them close to your screens.) 
Placement is also a consideration 

Typically, speakers are placed on the floor 
or a corner of the rack, but they need to be 
located an equal distance apart on either 
side of your main video screen. In this way, 
even mono audio sound will seem to come 
from the center of the video and be much 
more realistic. 
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• SHF radio link parabolic antennas. 
• UHF parabolic antennas series ET up to 1 GHz. 
• UHF Yogi antennas. 
• VHF Yogi antennas. 
• Dipoles curtain antennas for VHF Bl and Bill TV. 
• Dipoles curtain antennas for UHF B IV-V TV. 
• Dipoles curtain antennas for VHF-FM. 
• VHF-FM dipoles. 
• UHF B IV-V TV diplexers, triplexers, quadriplexers. 
• VHF Bill TV diplexers. 
• VHF-FM diplexers. 
• Power dividers, hybrids for UHF/VHF. 
• SHF waveguide filters. 
• UHF/SHF termination. 
• Coaxial and wave guide directional couplers. 
• VHF/UHF combiners. 
• Coaxial connectors. 
• Coaxial lines, cable and wave guide components. 
• UHF 200 W - 2 kW - 5 kW - 10 kW - TV power amplifiers 
• UHF TV solid state 30-60-120 W power amplifiers. 
• UHF and VHF TV transmitters. 
• TV modulators. 
• SHF microwaves radio links. 
• VHF and UHF TV transposers. 
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Most facilities edit audio in a split track 
format for later mixing to mono. In the edit 
room the music track can come from one 
speaker and the narration from the other, 
which will make it much easier to spot 
voice problems such as "P" popping. 

BACKGROUND NOISE 
Reduction of background noise is also 
important. I find the whine of a computer 
hard drive especially irritating during a 
mixing session. Background noise tends to 
mask real problems lurking in the audio 
tracks, problems that will be revealed once 
someone plays your video in a quiet envi-
ronment. 

The Electro-Voice RE-20 microphone 

In my studio, I built a closet for the com-
puters and ran extension cables for the key-
board, mouse and monitors into the editing 
area. Make sure the cable runs do not come 
too close to other signals, since digital 
cables can be pretty hot in terms of RF gen-
eration. 
If possible, also move the video decks out 
of the area. My closet has a sliding glass 
patio door which allows me to see what is 
happening and not have to listen to it. Just 
be sure to allow for ventilation since most 
equipment generates a lot of heat. 
When it comes to audio processing, the 
biggest question is whether or not to com-
press. There are two basic types of com-
pressors. The first type is the ALR (auto-
matic level control) found on cheap cam-
eras and decks that merely assure you that 
"something" will get recorded at all times. 
These types of systems are easily identified 
from their lack of a VU meter. 
Unfortunately, they cannot be defeated 
most of the time, and they often overcom-
pensate during quiet passages, pulling up 
all the room noise in the process of riding 
the gain. I have successfully used a down-
ward expander in post audio to help restore 
some of the room dynamics, but it is a 
gamble at best. 
The second type of compressor is a hard 
limiter usually found on professional decks 
and camcorders. They are fine when you 
are not sure of your audio level and need to 
bring it back alive, but I prefer to do my 
processing back in the studio. 

DROPPING THE LEVELS 
If you have hi-fl tracks, such as on an S-
VHS deck, then you can get away with 
recording at much lower levels than nor-
mal, as much as -10 VU on the average. 
This will prevent the on-board limiters 
from cutting in and should prevent distor-
tion on the peaks if you choose to bypass 
the limiters, yet it still provides a good S/N 
ratio. 
You can level out the audio in the studio 
with  any  one  of  the  excellent 
compressor/limiters available today. I still 

use my DBX 160X on a daily basis, and 
many clients enjoy the Urei LA-2 for its 
"classic" sound. The advantage of com-
pressing in the studio is that you can 
always change your mind if something 
does not work, and later "fixes and addi-
tions" will have the same type of process-
ing. 
Equalization is another thing that can cure 
or kill your production. Avoid drastic eq at 
all times (more than 6 dB of boost or cut 
usually means something is wrong), and if 
you are recording in the field on a board 
with eq, avoid the temptation to boost the 
highs and cut the lows during taping. Tape 
saturation and overload do not sound very 
good and cannot be fixed later. 
If you cut all audio flat and log the micro-
phone type used, any later fixes can be 
matched much more easily. I typically have 

a house curve which will 
be used on the audio dur-
ing its last stage of edit-
ing. Fixes are much easier 
if you do not have to go 
several generations back 
to duplicate a room 
ambiance or match a 
voice insert. 
There is another group 
of processors which I will 
call "enhancers." These 
work by either adding 
even-order distortion to 
the fundamental tones, or 
by actively dipping the 

mid-range equalization, thereby making the 
program sound brighter. Aphex and Barcus 
Barry manufacture systems of these types. 
Both work very well, but you should avoid 
the temptation to pre-process audio in the 
field or during the first stages of editing. I 
often get narration tapes from various stu-
dios and radio stations that need to be inte-
grated into a single production. Matching 
all the various processing can be very time 
consuming and expensive, and it actually 
degrades the product. 

VOICE LESSONS 
Sooner or later, everyone needs to record 
a voice. You may think that it is very easy; 
after all, you just jam a mike in the talent's 
face or point a shotgun at them. But in real-
ity, the human voice is probably the most 
familiar thing most people have ever heard, 
and that maces it one of the toughest to 
reproduce accurately. The average person 
has no idea what a sampled drum kit really 
sounds like, but they have been listening to 
voices since the day they were born. 
Here are some hints on recording voices 
well. 
— Use a good mike. This may seem 

obvious, but it is so often overlooked that it 
often ruins an otherwise good production. 
My favorite standard mike is the 
Sennheiser 421 with a good pop filter. 
There is a nice bass boost when used close, 
which enhances male clients' "tubes," and 
the high end is free of nasty presence peaks 
that are often a source of trouble with 
female voices. The price is around $300, 
which may seem expensive at first, but a 
good mike will last practically forever. 
I also use a Shure SM-7 or Electrovoice 
RE-20 for a lot of productions, but it is 
mostly a matter of personal taste. All of 
these units will do a good job under most 
circumstances and be the best mike for 
some situations. You only need a few good 
mikes for video narration, so go listen and 
pick up one or two. 
— Prepare the room. Do not try to 

record in a closet because it will really 
(continued on next page) 
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Give Your PC the Care It Needs 

by Tom Vernon 

SPECIAL 

T
o the engineer trained on audio and RF 
circuits, a station's personal computer 
can be an intimidating black box. 

Nevertheless, the day will probably come 
when he or she is called on to fix one, or con-
nect several together in a network. 
You can learn about your PCs at a low-
stress pace by adding them to your station's 
regular preventive maintenance schedule. 

CLEANING UP 
The best place to begin is inside the main 
cabinet, where dust tends to accumulate. 
Air flow is restricted, increasing the chance 
of thermal interrnittents or failures. 
Remove the cover and give the inside a 
good cleaning. A vacuum cleaner and 
crevice tool work, but a miniature vacuum 
is gentler and allows for easier access to 
tight spots. If you do not have one, a mini-
vac is a worthwhile and inexpensive addi-
tion to your tool kit. 
Pay particular attention to the area around 
the fan and power supply. Be careful not to 
loosen any boards or edge connectors, and 
to return any cards that were removed to the 
correct slots. 
Check the backup battery. This device 
keeps the system clock running on time and 
also powers the CMOS circuitry that main-
tains configuration information. They usual-
ly are lithium-type batteries with two- to 
three-year life spans. If you decide to replace 
the battery, keep a printout of the configura-
tion file to save yourself from searching 
through manuals for the correct scheme. 
Replace the cover and give the outside ot 
the machine a thorough going over with a 
damp cloth and mild cleanser. This will not 
affect the computer's performance, but it 
gives people the perception that your equip-
ment is clean and orderly. By all means, 
give them that perception. 
The most vital part of your computer sys-
tem is the hard drive and the information it 
stores. You can replace any part of your sys-
tem in much less time than it takes to restore 
or replace lost data from a faulty hard drive. 
You can get a written report on your hard 
drive's health with the DOS CHKDSK com-
mand. It tells you the amount of memory that 
is being used, the amount that is still avail-
able, and it lists the directories and files. 

DAMAGE REPAIR 
Be aware of any messages that tell of file 
allocation problems, damaged sectors or lost 
chains. If your drive has any of these prob-
lems, you must run CHKDSK again with the 
IF option. DOS will then attempt to repair 
the damage. Details on how to use CHKDSK 
are included in your DOS documentation. 
The speed of a hard drive will gradually 
decrease as files that were once together are 
fragmented. Specialized software, such as 
Norton Utilities SD (Speed Disk), will 

restore files to their original configuration 
and greatly improve speed. 
If you are not already doing so, institute a 
regular back up of hard-drive data to floppy 
disks. While this may be done with the DOS 
BACKUP command, more elegant and effi-
cient programs are available from other 
manufacturers. You also may purchase an 
internal tape backup for either Macintosh or 
IBM compatibles for around US$200. These 
devices automatically back up a hard drive 
overnight, even if you are not around. 
Like cart machines, computer disk drives 
have heads that get dirty and can impair 
proper operation. Floppy disk head cleaners 
are available in 5.25- and 3.5-inch formats, 
and should be part of the regular mainte-
nance schedule. 
Disk head cleaners contain a porous, mild-
ly abrasive material, which is usually moist-
ened with special fluid. It can be cycled 
through the drive a few times by typing the 
DIR command. The cleaner will evaporate 
after a few minutes. 
Clean the screen of the monitor with a 
damp rag and glass cleaner. Always spray 
the cleaner on the rag, and never directly on 
the screen. Spraying the screen causes 
excess cleaner to run inside the monitor, 
possibly resulting in short circuits and ruin-
ing PC boards. 
If you have a serious dust problem, con-
sider purchasing special anti-static screen 
cleaners. They are available through most 
computer supply houses. 
Keyboards usually receive the brunt of use 
and abuse. Depending on the circum-
stances, cleaning may require wiping the 
exterior with a damp cloth and vacuuming 
under the keys, or complete disassembly 
and washing to clean spilled drinks and 
other dirt. Some keyboards may require 
careful disassembly and burnishing of the 
contacts with an eraser to remove oxidation. 

One important precaution: never plug in or 
unplug a keyboard while the computer is 
running. Some keyboards have a micro-
processor chip inside, and you will invari-
ably end up destroying it. Replacement ICs 
may be expensive and hard to find. 

COOL HEAD 
Before cleaning your dot matrix printer, 
unplug it and allow the print head to cool. 
Use a vacuum cleaner and damp cloth to 
remove all the fine paper dust from inside 
the machine and along the paper feed path. 
Remove the ribbon and clean ink debris 
from around the print head. Then install a 
new ribbon. 
Run the built-in self test to verify print 
quality and operation. This is done on many 

Like cart machines, 

computer disk drives have heads 

that get dirty and can impair 

proper operation. 

printers by holding down the line feed but-
ton while turning the power on, although 
this procedure varies from machine to 
machine. A white line running through the 
printout indicates a broken pin or pins on the 
print head, and it will have to be replaced. 
A laser printer also needs regular attention. 
As with a dot matrix printer, unplug it and 
allow it to cool down before going over it 
with a mini-vacuum and damp cloth to 
remove the fine white dust in the paper feed. 
Follow the manufacturer's instructions for 
disassembly to clean the transfer corona 
wire. This is typically done with a swab 
dipped in alcohol. The transfer guide and 
registration assembly also need to be cleaned 
per directions in the owner's manual. 
The final step is to close the printer, power 
up and run the self-test to check the print 

CONTINUED FROM PACE 12 

Good Video Begins 
with Better Audio 
sound like it. I prefer a quiet desk in the 
corner of the room with several feet of 
Sonex on the walls. Avoid carpeting the 
walls because that will only attenuate 
the highs and not affect the bass or mids, 
leading to a "tubby" sound. Again, com-
puter drives, video deck fans, and other 
whirling things will get into the audio 
very easily, so make sure they are 
nowhere in sight. 
If recording outdoors or next to a window, 
be especially aware of crickets and birds, 
which often are not noticed until the tape is 
brought back to the studio for review. 
— Prepare a script. Everyone has their 
own way of doing it, but a few rules are 
universal. First, be sure to have at least 
two copies of a typewritten script, three if 
you have a session producer. The talent, 
producer and engineer each need a copy, 
and I find it almost impossible to follow 
for continuity without the written word 
right in front of my face. Many clients 
think they can ad-lib or use scribbled 
notes, which is sure to bring disaster on 
the whole project. I like a script typewrit-
ten in column format, about 50 to 60 
characters wide. This allows room in the 
margins for production and take notes. 

Be sure not to have sentences that jump 
from one page to another. Page rustles 
can only be removed if they are between 
words. I generally like to record a page at 
a time, working each paragraph for prop-
er effect. Do multiple takes while on each 
page, since matching a voice edit from 
the beginning and end of a long session is 
difficult, voice fatigue becoming very 
obvious. I record unequalized on DAT 
and mark each take with DAT running 
time and program ID if available. A sys-
tem of check marks, Xs and stars will let 
you or an editor know later what were 
good takes and what were duds. 
With some planning and a little extra 
work, the quality of your audio can 
match that of your video. People notice 
and appreciate a good sound track much 
more than you may realize. Plus, good 
audio will not only enhance the look and 
feel of your finished production, it will 
make it a better communication tool as 
well. Both you and your client will be 
impressed. • 

Mike Sokol owns JMS Productions in 
the U.S. He is a frequent contributor to 
TV Technology. 

density. Most laser printers have a density 
control you can adjust to compensate for 
gradual loss of toner. 
Finally, document your entire computer 
system in the same manner you do studio 
wiring. Use adhesive wire markers on cables 
and equipment. Make a block diagram of 
what goes where as the system expands. 
Computer systems have become so reliable 
that we tend to take them for granted. 
Downtime or the loss of a hard drive is almost 
as bad as being off the air. You can reduce 
system failures, while familiarizing yourself 
with normal PC operation by adding your 
computers to the maintenance routine. • 

Tom Vernon divides his time between con-
sulting and completion of a Ph.D. He is a 
regular writer for TV Technology's sister 
publication. Radio World. 

SAflIX® 
new concept 

"Capacitive-Discharge" 
800Hz PULSE GENERATION 

BULK ERASERS 
CO MPACT 
EFFICIENT 

RELIABLY ERASE 
METAL TAPES 

All Models operate on 220V at 2 Amp. 
24 hour continuous duty, no heat build-up 

3800 
For BETACAM-SP 
LM. D3, MI1, 
VHS, Beta etc 
METAL•OXIDE 

ANIL 

200 For Cassette 
Reel Type, 
Manual 

A N L 

istio 

4800 
For D2(D1), OCT M S 
BETACAM-SP. 
U-matic. etc 
METAL•OXIDE 
FULL AUTOMATIC 

5500 
For 02(01), 03, OCT 
Large and M S 
all cassette 
METAL•OXIDE 
TABLE TOP MODEL 

6000 
For D2(D1), 03. OCT 
Large and M S 
all cassette 

Up to 1"w•14" reel 
all Reel Type 
METAL•OXIDE 
MASTER ERASER 

1 24 :plici .:000 > 

Full 
Automatic 

sAnix CORPORATION 
101 1 29 1, KAMINOGE, SETAGAYA KU, 
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Panasonic 

PROTEJASE CONTRA LOS RELA MPAGOS 

por W.C. Alexander 

DALLAS, Tye* 

Es amplia la cantidad que se ha 
escrito acerca del tema de como 
proteger al equipo de transmision 
contra las descargas electricas 
atmosfericas, e igualmente, se ha 
invertido mucho dinero para pro-
teger al equipo de estos rayos. 
Sin embargo, yo creo que se ha 
gastado atin mas dinero en el 
arreglo de las instalaciones luego 
de que un relampago ha derribado 
por completo los equipos de alto 
rendimiento. 

Las descargas atmosfericas sue-
len penetrar a las plantas emisoras 
a traves de la antena, la estructura 
de la torre, las lineas de ali-
mentacion, las lineas telefonicas y 
a traves del acoplamiento inducti-
vo a los conductores de entre-plan-
ta. Con que frecuencia esta 
expuesta una instalacion a las 
descargas atmosfericas depende de 
una variedad de factores, incluyen-
do la topograffa local, la altura de 
la torre, el encaminamiento de la 
linea de alimentacion y la proximi-
dad de la torre a otras estructuras y 
la altura de aquellas. 

Antes de ahondar en el tema, 
estudiemos los varios tipos de 
descargas atmosfericas y su fre-
cuencia. 

LECCION METEOROLOGICA 
Por lo general, las tormentas clue 
producen rayos de nube-a-suelo 
son localizadas y de poca duracion, 
causadas por la conveccien 
(movimiento vertical del aire). 
Por fortuna, las tormentas 

menos comunes son de tipo masa 
de aire, causadas por el choque de 
las superficies limitrofes de zonas 
frontales de aire (una masa de 

aire caliente y hrimedo choca con 
una masa de aire frio). Este tipo 
de tormenta puede cubrir una 
zona bastante grande y durar un 
tiempo largo. 
La estructura de una torre de h 
metros de altura cubre una zona de 
mas o menos 9(pi)h2 metros 
cuadrados, un radio tres veces la 
altura de la torre. Esto significa 
que una torre que nide 312 metros 
de alto (500 pies) blindara una 
zona de mas de 400 metros 
cuadrados (un cuarto de milla). En 
una zona donde hay tormentas 100 
dias al alio, a una torre de 312 

EL COMPROMISO DE LA 1/2" 
Desde Profesional hasta Broadcast: 

una realizaciOn compacta, ligera y de alta calidad de 
imagen en las grabadoras incorporando nuestra 

tecnologia de 1/2". 

SAN 

Produccion en un Mismo Formato 
Es el unico formato en la industria con 
grabadoras para producciOn digital desde .el 
inicio (ENG/EFP) hasta el final (ediciOn y 
transmisiOn) en un mismo formato. 

PRODUCCION POSTERIOR 

Experiencia 

Fue desarrollado en 1988 para uso profesional 
basandose en la experiencia tecnolOgica 
obtenida con el formato VHS desde 1964. 
Usarios alrededor del mundo aceptan el formato 
S-VHS como model° dentro de la industna para 

el uso profesional. 

STACIONES DE CABLE DE TELEVISION 

Cornponente de Alta Calidad 
Gran vanedad de tunciones de edicion 
incorporadas (corrector de tiempo base digital, 
ajuste automatico de imagen. funcitin de imagen 
sobre imagen, audio para cuatro canales, etc.) 
manteniendo al mismo tiempo una excelente 
calidad para las producciones de video.  Mas 
flexibilidad significa alto costo en rendimiento. 

TRANSMISION 

La linea de productos 
incluye lo siguiente 

Camaras, grabadoras de estudio, grabadoras 
portables, sistemas de ediciOn de alto grado, 
maquinas duplicadoras y sistemas de grabaciOn 
por intervalos en un mismo formato 

REDES DE NEGOCIOS 

Mil 

MO M- -

• • 
• 

401 

Experiencia 

Mas de 1.200 grabadoras D-3 y 150 camaras de 
video digital fueron usadas en las Olimpiadas de 
Barcelona en 1992 para una exitosa cobertura 

Produccion en un Mismo Formato 

Gran versatilidad a !raves de todos los procesos 
de produccion desde ENG/EFP a edicion. 
grabaciOn de estudio y transmision. 

Reconocimiento Mundial 
Premio Emmy en Tecnologica/Ingenieria 
(U.S.. Oct '92) 

Premio de Ingenieria de Television Broadcast 
(U.S. Apr .'92) 

Premio de los Diez Mejores Productos de Nikkan 
Kogyo (Japan. Jan '92) 

Premio de Peter Wayne Design & Innovation 
(U K . Sept '90) 

Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.. Ltd. 
Audio 8 Video Systems Division 
Overseas Marketing/Sales Dept 
2-15 Matsubache Kadoma, Osaka 571 Japan 
Tel 81.6-901-1161  Fax 81-6-908-5969 

Compania De yentas 

Panama/Ecuador/Bolivia/Caribbean 
Panasonic Latin America S A 
Tell 507.29-2955 Fax. 507-29-2536 

Peru 
Matsushita Electric del Peru S A 
Tell 51.14-529470 Fax 51-14-529476 

Brasil 
Panasonic do Brasil Ltda 

Tell 55-123-31-0492 Fax 55-123-31-6294 

Representative V Agente 

Venezuela 
Representaciones Electronicas Ilercasa 
Tell 58-2-285-6440 Fax 58-2-283-7867 

Chile 
Teknos Cornunocacmnes S A 
Tell 56-2.555.5530 Fax 56-2-550-2390 

Argentina/Uruguay/Paraguay 
DGA Electronica S A 
Tell 54-1-951-2127 Fax 54-1.951-6599 

Colombia 
Corporacion Video Carrillo Ltda 
Tell 57.1.212-3710 Fax 57-1-212-2250 

metros le pueden caer un prome-
dio de nueve relarnpagos al alio (si 
predominan las tormentas de masa 
de aire) o solamente una descarga 
atmosferica si es que predominan 
las tormentas de conveccion. 
El golpe principal de un reLimpago 
consiste de una ligera elevacion y 
decadencia casi exponencial de cor-
riente que proviene de una fuente de 
alta impedancia que consiste de un 
largo tramo de aire ionizado. 
El valor medio de un rayo tiene 
una amplitud maxima de 20.000 
amperios y una duraci6n de 40 
microsegundos. Estos valores son 
basados en el valor intermedio de 
la informacion empirica que se ha 
reunido hasta hoy. El tiempo 
promedio de elevacion de un rayo 
a la amplitud maxima es general-
mente de cinco segundos. 

PUNTOS DE PROTECC1ON 
Un rayo es una descarga de una 
nube al reservorio semi-infinito 
de electrones que se conocen por 
lo general como tierra. Tierra ver-
dadera es una conexion elusiva 
con la superficie del planeta. 
Supongamos que una descarga 
comb cae en una torre puesta a 
tierra. Si es que la resistencia de 
la conexion de tierra de la torre es 
de 50 olunios y la corriente de la 
descarga es de 20.000 amperios, 
el potencial maximo a tray& de la 
conexi6n de tierra seria de un 
mill& de voltios. Si hay conex-
iones de tierra remotas conec-
tadas a la torre (como lineas de 
transmision conectadas a trans-
misores puestos a tierra), la corri-
ente de la descarga sera distribui-
da proporcionalmente entre todas 
las Was paralelas a tierra. 
Es obvio que el primer y mas 
importante principio es de proveer 
la mejor y mas baja impedancia a 
tierra en el sitio de la torre. Un 
circulo de varillas de tierra exci-
tadas es uno de los mejores meto-
dos para lograr esa tierra. No 
suponga que una radial enterrada 
o un sistema de tierra de recuadro 
provee una buena tierra a la tierra. 
Tal sistema puede tener una 
capacitancia alta a tierra ver-
dadera y ser ineficaz como tierra 
local, aun cuando sirva bien de 
tierra de radiofrecuencia (RF). 
No importa cuan buena sea la 
tierra local, siempre pasa alguna 
porcion de la corriente de la 
descarga a traves de los conduc-
tores externos de las lineas de 
transmision a las tierras remotas. 
Esto inducira un voltaje mas alto 
entre los conductores externos e 
internos del cable coaxial en la 
linea del transmisor. A este fen6-
meno hay que tratarlo con un 
aparato de abertura de chispas o 
descargas gaseosas, pero lo mas 
importante es conocer la via que 
tomara la corriente para llegar a 
las conexiones remotas. 
El segundo principio, entonces, 
es prevenir que la corriente 
atraviese el equipo de trans-

Un arreglo cuidadoso de 
las conexiones a tierra dentro del 
puesto de transmision es de lo 
mas importante. 
Cada via entre torre y tierra 

(continua en la pagina 22) 
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HIGHLIGHTING THE LATEST PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TO PROFESSIONALS IN THE VIDEO INDUSTRY. 

CAMCORDER CASE 

Available from distributor Pyser-SGI, the 
new Polar Bear heated case from Porta-
Brace keeps camcorders and cameramen's 
hands warm in extreme cold, reducing the 
risk of battery, motor, lens and tape mal-
function and keeping operators' hands safe 
and comfortable in arctic conditions. 

The outside of the case is thickly padded 
and insulated, while the inside is lined with 
a heat-reflecting fabric. 
The two hand openings have cotton cuffs 
for a tight seal. 
For more information, contact Paul 
Goodwin in the U.K. at telephone: +44-
732-864111; FAX: +44-732-865544, or 
circle Reader Service 117. 

ROUTER OPTION 

Alpha Image, a Dynatech Video Group 
company, has developed a new 4:4:4 
option for its range of serial routers, 
including the recently released DYN series. 
With this option, 4:2:2, 4:4:4 and D-2/D-3 
video signals can be routed inside the same 
routing chassis at the same time. Current 
users of Alpha Image routers can easily 
upgrade their existing installations without 
the need for new equipment. 
The 4:4:4 option can be used with all 
existing Alpha Image router options to 
enhance the overall routing system. 
For further information, contact Art 
Shifrin in the U.S. at telephone: +1-203-
329-3777; FAX: +1-203-967-4121, or cir-
cle Reader Service 72. 

CAMERA HEADS 

Vinten has intro-
duced Vision SD 
heads with patented 
Serial Drag pan and 
tilt systems. 
The Vision SD12 
pan and tilt head 
consists of a permanently sealed fluid drag 
labyrinth and a constant drag unit that 
work together to give total control. 

Weighing 6.6 pounds, the SD12 is lighter 
than its predecessors while offering addi-
tional features and improved performance. 
For more details, contact the company in 
the U.K. at telephone: +44-284-750560; 
FAX: +44-284-750560, or circle Reader 
Service 45. 

BATTERY ANALYZER 

The new PAG Analyzer by PAG Ltd. 
enables video professionals to obtain full 
and accurate assessment of all NiCd batter-
ies in the range 4 to 30 V, 0.5 to 10 Ah, 
regardless of their manufacturer. 
The Analyzer is operated via a system of 
menus, with a liquid crystal display that indi-
cates the soft function control parameters of 

I 
111"'.4-7 11 
the instrument and the status of the battery. 
Although the PAG Analyzer is a stand-
alone unit, it may be controlled from an 
IBM-compatible PC. 
For more details, contact Brian Walker in 
the U.K. at telephone: +44-81-5433131; 
FAX: +44-81-5404797, or circle Reader 
Service 130. 

UHF TRANSMITTER 

Offering high reliability, NEC's UHF 30 
kW transmitter incorporates a parallel running 
system of two sets of 15 kW transmitters. 

Fully redundant, the PCU-930 SSW trans-
mitter employs two independent transmit-
ters to significantly enhance reliability and 
enable independent maintenance work dur-
ing operation hours. 
For further information, contact the com-
pany in Japan at telephone: +81-3-3454-
1111; FAX: +81-3-3798-6936, or circle 
Reader Service 48. 

AUDIO METER FOR VIDEO 

The SOL-20/20 by Solutec inserts a 
stereo audio level meter in a video image 
in the form of three bar graphs. 
The left and right bars are used to display 
the corresponding channel levels, while the 
center bar is used to display the level of 
either the sum (L+R) or the difference (L-
R) so that phase coherence can be visual-
ized. 

I ML1 
For more details, contact Gilles Fortin in 
Canada at telephone: +1-514-522-8960; 
FAX: +1-514-598-7808, or circle Reader 
Service 38. 

BUILDING PANEL 

Kalwall Corp. has recently developed a 
translucent building panel that provides 
radio frequency shielding for applications 
in new and existing buildings. 
The Kalwall RF shielding panel is a struc-
tural composite sandwich panel permanent-
ly bonded to an interlocking, extruded alu-
minum I-beam. 
Made of reinforced, translucent fiberglass 
sheets, the panel keeps out high-level RF 
and radar signals while letting in light. 
For more information, contact Bruce 
Keller in the U.S. at telephone: +1-603-
627-3861; FAX: +1-603-627-7905, or cir-
cle Reader Service 74. 

CCD COLOR CAMERA 

Toshiba's SC-521 is a fully automatic 
color camera that employs three 600,000-
pixel CCD chips. 
Featuring high sensitivity, high resolution 
and S/N ratio, the SC-521 enables the user 
to produce color images of high quality 
without smear or blooming. 
The SC-521 has a wide bandwidth to 
permit transmission of 900 TV lines of 
CCD horizontal resolution and is thus 
compatible with multi- or optical fiber 
cable. 
For further details, contact the company 
in Japan at telephone: +81-3-3457-3246; 
FAX: +81-3-5476-4057, or circle Reader 
Service 67. 

IMAGE PROCESSOR 

DVS DigitalVideo Solutions has intro-
duced the ISP500 image sequence proces-
sor. 
The ISP500 is a high-capacity RAM-
recorder designed for realtime I/O of image 
sequences and video signals in all kinds of 
TV rasters, resolutions and picture formats. 
Using the latest VLSI technology, this 
system now features video input and output 
boards with digital color space processing 
and 3x10 bit/pixel resolution. 
For more information, contact DVC 
Digitalvideo Computing GmbH in 
Germany at telephone: +49-8152-93010; 
FAX: +49-8152-91331, or circle Reader 
Service 118. 

M W BROADCAST TRANSMITTER 

The 1 kW MW 
broadcast trans-
mitter by Shaanxi 
Broadcast and 
TV Equipment 
Factory in China 
features AM for 
high-level plate 
modulation and 
PDM for low-
level plate modu-
lation. 
Because of the adoption of PDM (pulse 
duration modulation) technology, this trans-
mitter offers high-quality audio and electri-
cal performance. 
For more details, contact the company at 
telephone: +86-4456-4467; FAX: +86-
4456-2330, or circle Reader Service 5. 

CLOSED CAPTIONING 

Teknova Multilingual Captionings has 
released a new process for captioning tele-
vision programs in numerous languages 
and for the hearing-imparied. 
The Teknova system can caption up to 44 
languages on a single program using the 
Caption Vision technology developed in the 
U.S. 
Teknova also makes lower-cost systems 
for captioning two to four languages. 
For further information, contact C. 
Gustavo Farell at telephone: +1-915-544-
6350; FAX: +1-915-543-3213, or circle 
Reader Service 125. 

TV TRANSMISORES 

Ditel presenta su linea EXCEL de trans-
misores para TV (VHF/UHF). Totalmente 
estado solid° hasta 10 kW de potencia pico 
de sincronismo. 
Fabricados bajo normas CCIR y FCC, son 
de gran facilidad operativa y minim° man-
tenirniento. Su concepto modular y la inter-
cambiabilidad de los amplificadores de 
video y sonido, aim con el transmisor en 
funcionamiento, le otorga una importante 
reserva activa, que hacen de esta, una cual-
idad muy importante. 
Por informacion contactar Walter Almada 
en Argentina al telefono +54-51-556121; al 
FAX: +54-51-552851, o marque el No. 56 
de Reader Service. 

Send new product press releases along 
with black and white photographs to: 
Marketplace Editor, P.O. Box 1214, 
Falls Church, VA USA 22041 
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Mail-Order Mayhe m: Ite ms You Will 

SOMEWHERE OUT THERE You 
might not have noticed that the 1960s 
U.S. television comedy show 

"Gilligan's Island" is a subject of scholarly 
research. I did not realize this, either, until the 
postal service called it to my attention late 
last year, and yes, this is going to be a ranting 
on what you did not see at NAB last month. 
I am sure you noticed that many parts of 
the world suffered through some severe 
weather conditions this winter. Well, I must 
tell you that the post office did everything 
in its power to ensure that I would not per-
sonally suffer much; they delivered a steady 
stream of bulky catalogs to me. 
Frigid temperatures? Receiving catalogs 

for everything from lingerie to assault 
weapons, I had plenty of fuel to burn for 
heat. Floods? There were more than enough 
catalogs to stuff under every door. Slippery 
road conditions? Plenty of catalogs provid-
ed extra traction. High winds? I had enough 
catalogs to stack in front of every window 
to protect myself from shattering glass. 

READING MATERIAL 
I even read a few of them, which is how I 
found out about "Gilligan's Island." So I 
figured I would see if I could rant about the 
personal catalogs I have received — profes-
sional catalogs were off-limits, even those 
of consumer electronics distributors who 

Wohler Technologies is 

1987 We need hi-fl stereo in one rack space." 

SOLUTION: 
The AMP-1A • 
Five speakers 
and three power 
amplifiers. 

mi. 4)* ultili •410:-.  

We need to visually check a lot of audio sources." 

SOLUTION: 
MSM Series. 
Monitor levels 
and phase for up 
to 20 mono (10 
stereo) inputs. 

1992 
We just need a flexible, affordable audio router." 

SOLUTION: 
ARS Series • 
Up to 20x1. 
or 5x4 matrix. 

1993  We need digital 
inputs for our Wohlers." 

1991 

SOLUTION: Wohler's digital input • AES/EBU 

14a ttato ,c.4 N Wohler Technologies 
Inn. env e Audio Momtonng S) stems 

• 1349 Kansas Street, San Francisco 94107 USA /415-285-5462 Fax 415-821-6414 • 

Germany ProAudio Marketing GmbH 49-69-658 011 Ireland Broadcast Video Services. 
Ltd. 353 (0) 1 282 6126 Sweden VideoCad AB 46 8-761 1455 Switzerland Decibel SA 
41 (0) 21-946 3337 Netherlands Burst Video BV 31 (0) 838-50909 France Studer 
France 33-1-45-33-58-58 United Kingdom Charter Murphil, Ltd. 44 (0) 81-905-1216 
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just happen to carry frame synchronizers. I 
even added another challenge: All of the 
catalogs had to be unsolicited. 
The 128-page (not counting covers) 

McFarland '93 catalog contains books — 
good, solid reference books, like Al 
Abramson's "The History of Television, 1880 
to 1941," practically a day-by-day diary of 
what anyone was doing in the field anywhere 
in the workl during that period. It is ISBN 0-
89950-284-9, and it is worth every penny of 
its US$39.95 price. I even appreciate 
McFarland calling it to my attention, though I 
cannot imagine how I got on their list. 
Anyhow, that book is at the bottom of 
page 78 of the catalog. At the top of the 
same page is "Inside Gilligan's Island: 
From Creation to Syndication," by 
Sherwood Schwartz, 342 pages of scholarly 
research, complete with photographs, illus-
trations, appendices and index, all for just 
US$29.95 (ISBN 0-89950-339-X). The cat-
alog features this review of the book from 
"Rolling Stone" magazine, reprinted here in 
its entirety: "interesting." 
For ten dollars more, you can get 

"Hogan's Heroes: A Comprehensive 
Reference to the 1965-1971 Television 
Comedy Series, with Cast Biographies and 
an Episode Guide," by Brenda Scott Royce 
(ISBN 0-89950-796-4). 
I do not make this stuff up. You cannot 
make this stuff up. 
To order those books, or such other gems 
as "Television Weathercasting: A History," 
by Robert Henson (ISBN 0-89950-492-2, 
US$35), give McFarland a call in North 
Carolina at +1-910-246-4460 (FAX: +1-
910-246-5018), or contact their U.K. dis-
tributor, Shelwing Ltd., 127 Sandgate Road, 
Folkestone, CT20 2BL. If I were the sort of 
person who gambles, I would bet that none 
of these works will ever show up at NAB, 
not even in the association's own Books 
About Television exhibit. 

BYGONE ERA 
I hat 1\ not the only catalog I got last year 
with books about TV old and new. Lindsay 
Publications in Illinois (telephone: +1-815-
935-5353, FAX: +1-815-935-5477) lists on 
the same page of their catalog a book, origi-
nally published in 1925 by SMPTE's first 
president, C. Francis Jenkins, called 
"Vision By Radio" (catalog number 20200, 
US$9.95), and another, originally published 
in 1987, by Graf & Sheets, called "Video 
Scrambling & Descrambling for Satellite & 
Cable TV" (#370, US$24.95). 
I am not ordering the latter book; I am on 
enough law enforcement agency lists 
already (I wonder if they sell my name to 
catalog merchants). Here is part of the 
description for the Graf & Sheets book: 
"Although the authors are quick to point out 
that the information is not to be misused in 
theft of signal" — Gosh! Who would ever 
do such a thing? — "they have provided a 
wealth of schematics, printed circuit board 
layouts, IC chip specs, patent reprints, lists 
of satellites and the scrambling systems 
they use and much more." 
Maybe I should switch to safer territory. 
Heck, I will go all the way to The Safety 
Zone catalog. These folks, operating in 
Pennsylvania, U.S.A., (telephone: +1-717-
633-3370, FAX: +1-717-633-3222) offer 
such goodies as smoke masks that are sup-
posed to help you survive a plane crash 
(#K836882, US$59.95), swabs to let you 
know if there is lead in your dishes 

(#K830752, US$22.95), and fire blankets 
for out-of-control flambes (#K849588, 
US$44.95). 
What I saw in their catalog that was really 
useful this year was that they are selling staff 
Not staffs, staff — people to work for you. No 
talking back. No complaining about working 
conditions. No salary or benefits. They call 
them "Safe-T-Man," a "life-size, simulated 
male that looks like a 175-1b. man, yet weighs 
only 4 lbs" (#K833046, US$119.95). I repeat, 
I do not make this stuff up. 

NOVEL INVENTIONS 
If I was going to make something up, it 
would be something like a left-handed 
solar-powered gumbo fork, but I will not be 
surprised in the least to discover same in the 
Johnson Smith Company's "Things You 
Never Knew Existed" catalog, subtitled 
"and other items you can't POSSIBLY live 
without!" Here are just a few examples 
from the first page: a talking Tasmanian 
Devil alarm clock (#4967, US$36.95), an 
electronic one track mind cap with flashing 
railroad crossing lights (#5196, US$19.95), 
and a disgusting sounds machine (#5195, 
US$19.95). Get the idea? 
I figure the big shot pocket pager (#1348, 
US$4.98) is perfect for Safe-T-Man. All he 
has to do is push a button with his latex 
hands and the beeper will go off. Come to 
think of it, maybe I could use a pager like 
that, one that goes off only when I want it to. 
Anyhow, this ranting is not supposed to be 
about toys. In this very same Florida-based 
Johnson Smith catalog (+1-813-747-2356, 
FAX: +1-813-746-7896), I found Russian-
built see-in-the-dark light amplifiers selling 
for as little as US$295 (#3239). 
I think this is a genuinely useful product, 
but I must admit I have not gotten around to 
ordering one yet. All the news organizations 
I work with already have more expensive 
versions, and I have not been able to justify 
three hundred dollars just to make nighttime 
surveys easier. 
What I did order right away was from 
Campmor, an outdoor leisure equipment 
supplier in New Jersey (+1-201-445-5000, 
FAX: +1-201-447-5559). I do not mind 
months of sub-zero temperatures. I can take 
snow and ice. I also do not melt when it is 
120 degrees out, and my no-longer-svelte 
body seems reasonably stable in gale-force 
winds. But I hate rain. 

WATER SPORTS 
Yes, I know; just put on a rainsuit, a 
sou'wester hat and waders to keep the rain off, 
and I have, on °erasion, learned how to stay at 
least partially dry in the middle of a deluge. 
But given a choice, I prefer sunny days. 
Then there are the zealots who say they 
never take notes with a pencil and paper 
anymore; it all goes straight into the com-
puter. I like to watch them using their sub-
notebook in a torrential downpour. 
The trouble is that it is no picnic using a pen-
cil and paper under a heavenly faucet either. 
The pencil is not a big problem, but paper has 
this strange tendency to return to the form of 
the masticated wood pulp from whence it 
came when exposed to copious quantities of 
water. Enter the Campmor catalog and its Rite 
in the Rain all-weather writing paper. 
It comes in three styles, all spiral-bound, 
white, ruled pages. The shirt pocket memo 
pad (my personal favorite) has 50 3x5-inch 
pages (#31653-P, US$2.50); the hip pocket 
memo pad has 50 4x6-inch pages (#31654-
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Never See at NAB 
P. US$3.30); the spiral notebook is 32 
pages with a side spiral (the other two are 
top), each roughly 5x7 inches (US$3.95). I 
have tried it in the shower; it works! 
Like all good outdoor suppliers, Campmor 
carries the Leatherman tool (#81063-P, 
US$39.99). I once heard an engineer I 
respect a lot say that the entrance exam for 
getting into this business should include 
possession of same. At the time, I must 
admit I agreed with him completely. If you 
have got nothing else, the Leatherman 
offers some semblance of everything from 
pliers to a tweaker. 
But I also have some gripes about it 
(would I be me if I didn't?), not least of 
which is the fact that when you open it up 
to use the pliers, four metal edges dig into 
your palm. Well, now the Leatherman's got 
competition, and I am not entirely sure yet 
which I like best. 
Cabela's of Nebraska (+1-308-234-5555, 
FAX: +1-308-254-2200) offers the 
Leatherman two bucks cheaper than 
Campmor (#AE63921-000), but they also 
offer Gerber's version for US$41.95 (#AE-
60716-000), in black for another dollar 
(#AE-60462-003). 
It has smooth surfaces when you are using 
the pliers, and it has a saw and a wire strip-
per, but it lacks the Leatherman's file and, 
much more important, tweaker functions. 
(Well, it has the same thing that is on the 
edge of the can opener of a Swiss Army 
knife, which will let you at least tweak 
exposed pots.) 
For another $18-$20 (depending on 
whether you purchase it with the tool or 
separately), you can get a set of six more 
screwdriver bits and a coupling shaft, which 
seems to me to be approximately useless, 
give or take a hair. 

PRYING EYES 
But that is not all. SOG, the folks who 
make the knives used by the U.S.'s Navy 
Seals, have two more entries. Frontgate, in 
Ohio (+1-513-248-3900), which offers the 
Leatherman for the same price as 
Campmor, has the SOG Toolelip for 
US$49.95 (#3751). It has a saw and some-
thing to tweak with, and it is supposed to be 
used as a prybar (which is how I once broke 
a Leatherman), but it just does not feel all 
that good as pliers. 
Brookstone, which takes orders in Mexico, 
Missouri (+1-314-581-7777, FAX +1-314-
581-7361) has the other SOG entry. The 
tweaker part could use some grinding, and I 
would not want to use it as a pry bar, but it 
is otherwise fully equipped, it feels great, 
and it has the narrowest plier tips (#176958, 
US$55.00). 
Herrington, in New Hampshire (+1-603-
437-4638, FAX: +1-603-437-3492) has the 
Gerber plier tool for US$59.95 (#T334), so 
you might want to take their prices with a 
grain of salt, but they have the (so-far) best 
catalog price I have seen for any of the new 
consumer active noise cancellation systems: 
US$149.00 (#R317). Stick the headphones 
on your head, and all of a sudden, the world 
is a lot quieter. These things really work, 
and it is not all that hard to adapt them to an 
intercom system. 
It takes no adapting whatsoever to use 
them with Dak's "Theater of The Mind." 
You have to applaud Drew Alan Kaplan, 
whose initials form Dak's name, and whose 
lack of shame seems to form everything 
else about the company. To him, a hand-

held memo recorder is a "Pocket 
Battleship" and a pair of binoculars 
becomes "Action Amplifiers." 
Sheesh! Just once, I would like to get a 
catalog that spoke English — even my kind 
of English. 

SLO W SERVICE 
I have another gripe with Dak. I think they 
wait until they get enough orders for some-
thing and then design it. Every time I have 
ordered from them, I have received a card 
telling me there has been a delay, but I will 
get my stuff within 30 days. Within 30 
days, I get another copy of the same card. 

So, if you are in a hurry for something, do 
not order from Dak. 
On the other hand, if you have the time, and 
if you do not mind the silly catalog descrip-
tions, by all means order from them. They do 
not charge your credit card until they ship, 
and, when you do get the stuff, you just 
might be highly pleased with it, the way I 
was with Theater of The Mind, a hand-held 
clock radio with AM, FM and VHF TV PLL 
tuning, for US$49.90 (#3391). 
It is light as a feather, it fits in the smallest 
pockets I own, it has a built-in speaker, and 
it sounds pretty good. I think Sangean 
makes it, but the best price I have seen for 
the Sangean-branded version (bigger, heav-
ier, without the clock or alarm, and with 
fewer station presets) is ten dollars higher. 
Anyhow, I tune the AM between stations to 
check for EMI problems, and I monitor 

whatever I am working on off-air to be sure 
I do not screw something up unwittingly 
(which is easy to do when you are witless, 
like me). That, of course, is what I do with 
it when I am not just listening to news, 
music or TV shows. Dak is in southern 
California (+1-818-888-8220, FAX: +1-
818-888-2837). 
Dak was not at the recent NAB show in 
Las Vegas, but I think it might be fun for 
some NAB exhibitors to hire Drew to write 
their product brochures. They could hardly 
get any worse. • 

Mario Orazio is the pseudonym of a well-
known television engineer who wishes to 
remain anonymous. Send your questions or 
comments to him do TV Technology. Or 
drop him a note on e-mail 581-
6729@MCIMail.com. 

Turnkey solutions from licen  to ai itoadcast equipment and supplies 
Long-term service support 

Come see us at BROADCAST ASIA '94 May 31 -June 4 Stand #1U-1 
VMI International, P.O.Box 419963, Kansas City, M O 64141-6963 USA 

TELEPHONE: (816) 587-0000 FAX: (816) 587-3636 
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ow th.at TTC is part of LARCAN we've got a lot to 

celebrate, because we've combined the resources of two 

great transmitter companies. LARCAN is today's market leader 

with the popular M Series solid state VHF traismitters and our 

new cutt ng-edge solid state UHF line. LARCAN-TTC excels with 

the ultra-efficient, high power UHF HDR Series IOT transmitters 

and our complete low power UHF/VHF lines. On the radio side, we 

already have more solid state FM transmitters in the field than al 

11.  other domestiz companies. And LARCAN-TTC is definitely HDTV-

ready—right now. The engineering resources and corporate strength of 

LARCAN-TTC will insure you a great broadcasting future. 
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LARCAN: 228 Ambassador Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5T 212 
TEL: 905-564-9222 FAX: 905-564-9244 

4 LARCAN-TTC: 650 S. Tylor St. Lousiville, CO 80027 
TEL: 303-665-8000 FAX: 303-673-9900 
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FOCUS ON 

Keep Your 

by John Premack 

p
hotojournalists cover the news in all 
sorts of weather. Neither rain nor 
sleet nor snow nor hail can keep us 

from recording our assigned sights and 
sounds. But while videographers who 
cover snowstorms, chase tornados, do live 
shots during hurricanes or enter combat 
zones are usually dressed in appropriate 
protective gear, our cameras frequently are 
not. The results are often disappointing — 
missed shots, blurry pictures even aborted 
assignments. 
Pursuing a story, we tend to forget that 
drying out a camera or de-fogging a lens 
takes a lot longer than do the simple pre-
cautions that prevent these problems from 
occurring in the first place. 
Rain, the most common camera hazard, is 
also the easiest to control. Fitted rain cov-
ers, available from a number of camera 
manufacturers and after-market case mak-
ers, will keep a camera dry in practically 
anything short of a hurricane. 

UNDER COVER 
Unfortunately, many of these tailored 
plastic or Cortex rainsuits will not stretch 
to fit over a camera whose once-trim shape 
now bulges with such essentials as an on-
board light, shotgun mic or wireless receiv-
er. And there is not a rain cover yet invent-
ed that will do its job unless someone takes 
the time to put it on the camera. 
When the story will not wait, an easy 
alternative to the elastic bands and Velcro 
tabs of a fitted rainsuit is a simple plastic 
trash bag. It takes only moments to stuff 
your camera, lens first, into a trash bag 
before dashing in from the car during a 
downpour. Larger-sized bags, inverted so 
the opening faces down, are perfect for 
keeping a tripod-mounted camera dry 
between live shots. 
Sometimes, despite your best intentions, 
you are going to get wet. All it takes is a 
broken fire hose or a fast-moving thunder-
storm, and suddenly, you and your camera 
are both soaked. When this happens, turn 
the camera off immediately and resist the 
temptation to turn it back on to see if it still 
works. The absence of current to moisture-
laden circuits and chips may be all that is 
preventing them from self-destructing. 
If your camera gets totally drenched, as 
mine did when the heavens opened up dur-
ing a live shot one day, remove the battery 
immediately (or as soon as you are off the 
air). Once you are out of the rain, remove 
the lens and all accessories, open the cam-
era covers, shake out the puddles and let 
everything dry overnight. 
Microphones are almost impossible to 
keep dry, especially when your reporter is 
attempting an interview or live shot in the 
driving rain. Many professional sound 

True transformer output isolation, balance and protection with 
less than .01% THD even at 20Hz and +22dBm peak output! 

102 db dynamic range...greater than a Compact Digital Disc system! 

Self contained power supply. Velcro  and dual rack mounting. 

Free Detailed Brochure and Specifications Available 

Camera Warm and Dry 
recordists protect their rnics against the ele-
ments with an ordinary condom. Virtually 
invisible when stretched over a mic, these 
microshields can even be used on camera. 
Although the same protection strategies 
apply when the weather is below freezing, 
falling snow actually offers less of a hazard 
than rain. Your equipment is in jeopardy 
only if the snow melts, and there is actually 
little danger in letting snow accumulate 
atop your camera if you remember to brush 
it off before returning to a heated building 
or vehicle. 
Heat creates a different set of problems, 
including one that bedevils videographers 
everywhere: condensation. Who has not 
gratefully escaped from the 
cold outdoors on a bone-chill-
ing winter's day only to dis-
cover that wiping off the con-
densation that has formed on 
the viewfinder does not erase 
the fuzzy images on the CRT. 
When moisture condenses on 
the inner surfaces of a cam-
era's optical system, the results are blurry 
pictures and low contrast images that look 
like you shot them in a steam bath. Not 
exclusively a problem for cold weather 
videographers, this problem can occur 
whenever the temperature of the camera 
and lens is significantly lower than the air 
around it. 
Humid air can also stop a shoot cold if an 
internal sensor shuts your recorder down. 
Since extremely humid conditions can soft-
en the emulsion of videotape, allowing it to 
stick or jam, recorders are designed to pre-
vent this from happening. 
To speed the drying process, the well-pre-
pared videographer reaches for a hair dryer. 
A gentle stream of air from a dryer set to 
low heat will chase the humidity away. 
Absent a hair dryer, a quartz lamp is 
another convenient source of heat. In either 
case, take care not to apply too much heat 
— the goal is to dry the camera, not cook 
it. If you cannot expose the back of your 
hand to the same heat you are applying to 

the camera, then the light is too close or the 
dryer set too high. 
To further prevent condensation from fog-
ging your shots or shutting down the 
recorder, seal the camera inside a plastic 
bag before bringing it into the warmer 
environment. Condensation will still form, 
but this time it will be on the outside of the 
bag instead of inside the camera. 
Videographers who work in coastal areas 
have an extra enemy: salt-laden ocean 
spray. Cameras that are frequently used in 
ocean air eventually show external signs of 
corrosion; screws holding the battery 
bracket to the camera weld themselves in 
place, lines of white crust form at seams 

Videographers who work in 

coastal areas have an extra enemy: 

salt-laden ocean spray. 

and in crevices. 
It is one thing to shoot a weather shot 
from the beach or take a harbor cruise, but 
when you set to sea for an extended period 
or in any kind of weather, do not take a 
chance —break out the garbage bags. Keep 
the salt spray out by temporarily sealing the 
gaps around the camera's side covers and 
the tape compartment with gaffer's tape, 
and then go below to change tapes if you 
have to. 
And if, heaven forbid, you get knocked 
down by a wave or fall into the ocean and 
your camera is soaked in salt-water, imme-
diately remove the battery and run — don't 
walk — to the nearest supply of fresh 
water. The following procedure could save 
your camera. 

EMERGENCY STEPS 
Remove the battery immediately, but do 
not even try to eject the tape. Unless you 
have just shot exclusive video of the end of 
the world, saving the camera is more 

important than rescuing the tape. Unplug 
all cables and remove all external acces-
sories such as the shotgun mic, wireless 
receiver and on-board light. Next, remove 
the lens and open all camera side covers. 
Remove each circuit board from its slot 
and drop it into a big bucket of fresh water. 
When the cards are all out, toss the camera 
itself, motherboard, prism-block and all, 
into the bucket as well. The goal is to 
dilute, displace, and neutralize the salt 
water before it can begin to eat its way into 
the components and connectors. 
Once the camera is safely soaking, turn 
your attention to the lens. If there is salt 
water between the elements, toss it into the 
bucket too. Do the same for the acces-
sories, but remember to remove all internal 
batteries first. Keep everything immersed 
in fresh water until you can hand it over to 
a repair technician. 
Hopefully, you will never need to take 
such extreme measures, but if you ever do 
give your camera a salt-water soaking, you 
must know how to take immediate action 
because every second could mean the dif-
ference between saving your equipment or 
tossing it in the garbage. Salt residue on 
circuit boards is the electronic equivalent 
of a malignant cancer; once it begins eating 
away at your camera's innards, it is almost 
always fatal. 
Even if your assignments never take you 
within one thousand miles of the ocean, out 
in foul weather, or even outside the studio, 
there is one precaution that everyone who 
owns or operates a camera should take: 
Throw away the lens cap and instead pro-
tect the business end of the lens with a 
clear glass filter. Most lenses have internal 
threads just ahead of the front element or at 
the rear of the lens hood that allow you to 
permanently mount a filter. A permanently 
installed clear (or UV or Skylight) filter 
never gets misplaced, can be wiped with a 
shirttail or the back of a glove when you 
are in a hurry, and can be replaced with 
greater ease and far less expense than a 
front element. • 

John Premack has been chief cameraman 
at WCVB-TV in the U.S. for 17 years. He 
may he reached at +1-617-433-4199. 
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• Reel to Reel and Cassette Recorders 
• Graphic Equalizers and Noise Reducers 
• Audio Effects Processors and Digital Reverb 
• Dual Line Amp, DA, Splitter or Combiner 

• Digital Compact Disc Players 
• ENG Cassette Dubbing 
• Off-Air Monitor Tuners 
• Console Audition Outputs 
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CAMERAS 

Want to Sell 

Hitachi SK-70 camera w/case: Hitach SK-
70 camera w/o case: Hitachi SK-80 cam-
era ENG pkg w/9-108mm lens & 10-100 
mm lens. R Reeves, Mid-Sth Prod, 9220 
A-1 Pkwy E Ste 115, Birmingham AL 
35206. 205-251-3111. 

Sony EVW300 3-chip, Hi-8 camera w/12X 
lens. case & access, excl cond; Sony 
EVO-9850 Hi-8 editor w/TBC, excl cond, 
$8000,both Roger. 616-843-2820. 

Sony DXC-3000 w/Fujinon 10-120mm 
video lens & Sony DXF-3000 electronic 
viewfinder & Sony BVU-110 U-matic 3/4" 
port video cassette rcdr, needs new 
heads, video cable to attach is incl. 
$2500/130. S Szabo. After Image Prod, 
2525 S Raymond, Seattle WA 98108. 

Canon L-2 Hi-8 w/15:1 lens, loaded 
w/remote job/shuttle cntrl, brand new, 
$2975 + shpg. J Musser, TV8, Rockford 
IL. 815-987-3970. 

Panasonic WV 200 CLE (3) 2/3" chip 
camera, 12X Canon lens, all access, bans. 
chrgrs, extra view finder, tripod mounting 
plate. 34 to 14 pint VTR cable. $3000. T 
Keegan, Video Keepsakes, 55 Andover PI, 
Robbinsville NJ 08691. 609-443-1101. 

Sony DXC537 w/CA537 & Fuji 9.5x16, 
$6000. 703-527-1200. 

Sony BVP-3A Sawn camera head only, 
can operate as stand-alone camera w/CA-
3 adapter or can be docked to Betacam 
decks for 1-piece op vgc, incl manuals, tri-
pod plate, extender board. $2500/B0 D 
Brown, 813-895-9595. 

Panasonic AG 450 S-VHS industrial full 
size camcorder, complete system Inc ban. 
AC adapt/batt chrgr & rugged pro style 
case, exic cond, $800. Bob, 617-821-
2675. 

BTS LDK 91 (2) chip cameras w/Fujinon 
S18x6.4 Berm-16 lenses, $25K/ea. Don. 
617-449-5830. 

Sony BVP-30 3-tube Plumbicon camera. 
head only, tubes in gd cond. $2000/30. 
must sell. Jeff, Cinecan, Ontano Canada. 
705-525-1801 

Want to Buy 

Ikegami ITC-735, used, gd cond, or new 
cameras, CCU units, spare parts. Brito 
Jose, Televisao Nacional De Cabo Verde, 
Cape Vert Island, West Afnca, FAX: 238-
61-5831 

CAMERA ACCESSORIES 

Want to Sell 

JVC AA-P250U 12 V AC adapt & batt 
chrg, all cables & manuel, less than 6 
mths old. $225 M McCleery, One by One, 
210 Cherry Ave. Voorhees NJ 08043 609-
354-0074 

Panasonic UV-RC30 CCU fro WV-F777 
camera, operation manual, works great, 
$500. M Friedman, HVS, 800-236-4000. 

Hitachi SK-70 (2) 1.5" viewfinders; Fuji-
non A 22 x 12.5 RW TV lens, 1:1.6/12.5-
275mm: Fujinon A 10x10.5 RW (2) 
1:1.4/10.5-105mm; Fujinon A 10)(10 RS-1, 
1:1.9/10-100mm; BC-70 batt chrgrs; 
Hitachi 12v pwr sply. Hitachi DC pwr pck; 
JVC AA-P47U ban chrgr. R Reeves, Mid-
Sth Prod, 9220 A-1 Pkwy E Ste 115. Birm-
ingham AL 35206. 205-251-3111 

Video Head Refurbishing 
High Quality 

Compatible Performance 

All 1" C-Format 

2" Quad 

COST EFFECTIVE 

(719) 591-5757 

FAX: (719) 591-0027 

VIDEOMAGNETICS, INC. 
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Sharp XC-800 (3) systs wf7" viewfinders, 
12 1 zoom lens, $750/ea/BO: JVC KY-
2700 (3) systs w/5" viewfinders, 10:1 zoom 
lens. $500/ea/BO: both systs w/CCU 
w/cables & focus & zoom cntris; Panason-
ic AG-155 VHS camcorder, gd cond, 
$200180. D Broomfield, Mtn View Comm 
TV. 950 N Rengstorff Ave. Mtn View CA 
94043. 415-968-1540. 

JVC GY X! TC prof 3-chip camcorder. 
SVHS-C format, built-in TCG, JVC 14X 
lens. JVC AC/DC chrgr, JVC boom mid, 
Anton Bauer ban adapt, JVC hard carry 
case & standard access. 40 high grade. 
new MazeII SVHS-C video tapes, gd cond 
w/manuals. $4500. S Proposki, POB 674, 
Dracut MA 01826. 508-294-2726 days, 
508-453-5045 evenings. 

Sony BVW 400 SP one-piece camcorder 
w/Canon JX13 lens, lw hrs, beautiful cond, 
LC201TH camera case, tripod plate, 
$29500; DC 500/BP90 battery case 
300/400 mount type, $250 1-800-289-
8433. 

JVC BR-5420U dock rcdr for JVC KY17 
cameras. for S-VHS-C 20 & 30 min cass 
for easier editing, complete in original 
packing, used only once. $1500. L Olsen, 
Tracks Video Prod, 2811 Jackson Ave. El 
Paso TX 79930. 

Ikegami 730AP 9-5-143 lens. AC adaptor 
w/Canon, case, Anton Bauer Lifesaver 
charger, manuals. gd cond, $1000. I 
Sankar, 14 Justice Sundaram Rd. 
Nageswarapuram Mylapore Madras 600 
004 INDIA. 

PortaBrace Quick Draw for ikegami 
730/79, 14V bricks/chrgr. NP1A or B & 
chrgr, 5-7" monitor. J Bailey, 813-896-
1117, 

TEMMER VIDEO SPECIALS 
CANON J1858.5 255 LENS W/25 EXTENDER 
CANON J25511.5 25X LENS W/25 EXTENDER 

USA TEL: 212-206-1475 FAX: 212-929-A982 

Canon J12x10 BKRSM. clean Yves. 
Ontario CANADA. 705-525-1801. 

DIGITAL EFFECTS 

Want to Sell 

Lightwave 3.1/TV Paint workstation for 
sale. Inc' 68040 accelerator card. 2 flop-
py, 20 MEG of 32 bit fast RAM. 2 MEG 
of chip memory. 240 MEG system HD, 
1200 MEG SCSI-II data HD. Video 
Toaster Card. 2cd 24 bit Retina graphics 
card w/add' 4 MEG of video RAM, Pro 
VTR sngl frame cntrlr, multi-sync moni-
tor, 2cd composite/RGB monitor. Epson 
800c scanner for 800dpi scans, software 
incl Lightwave 3.1 Aladdin 2.3. Imagine 
2.0. Ami-Tool Plus, Image Master AT, 
Art Department 2.5. Morph Plus, Multi-
Frame, Texture City, Protextures, Word 
Perfect, Vista Pro 3.0, & more, willing to 
train if needed. $9000/130: additional 
Hardware Sunrise A516 8 chnl 16 bit 
non-linear Audio editing system wN3.0 
software. 51100: DAT 4mm back up dri-
ve w/5 DAT tapes for up to 2 gigs per 
tape uncompressed. $1000. Adam, 916-
244-5035 

Temmer Video Specials 
Used Equipment List 
.1,'i-sr 19 Street, New York, NY 10011 
{212) 206-1475. Fax (212) 929-9082 
As of 4/79;93  ,tp • 
Change g A, , • •.  • 
LIMITED WARRANTIES ON 

SOME EQUIPMENT 

ILE la& 
BVU-800 w/T.C. 

BVU-900 w/T.C., TBC & Remote 
BVU-950 w/T.C., TBC & Remote 

PAL MAK 2 3/.4: PASIS QMQ 
SONY VO-9800P w/ T.C. BK-704 
SONY VO-9850P w/T.C. BK-705 
SONY RM-450 Controller w/Cables 

ULU 
Forte) Y688 TBC 
Fortel Turbo 2 

QIIf SAMLBAIILIASAEd RECORDER 
NEC SP3A/Fujinon Zoom, 

SONY 8W-1-A 

DETACAMS 
BVVV-25 
BVW-35 

B WV-10 Good conditior' 
BVW-40 w/new spare head 
BVW-15 w/new spare head 

BVVV-65 

Bank cintitildadslfilm 12 Tape  
MOST EQUIPMENT NTSciPAL 

SlMTCHABLE 
w/Digiscan Amigo Color Correc-

tion system 
almost new CRT & PEC pick up tubes 

Tek Waveform & Vector 
Interlocked 35 16mm Dubber 

Lipsner Film Cleaner 

MBA Rom 22BELEM ri/.2 
MOST EQUIPMENT NTSC/PAL 

SWITCHABLE 
.55th all rack, cables, patch bays 

Take It Apart Yourself 

aL LI 1,51 &Lc 
SONY BVE-910 Edit Controller 
SONY MXP-290 Audio Mixer 

Grass 100 Switcher 
TEK 1720 waveform 
TEK 1730 vectorscope 

Color monitor, 4 9" Black & Whites 
Grass Valley Sync gen., Video distnbution 
'ALL OR FAX FOR COMPLETE LIST 

NEED SONY TYPE 5, 7 or 9 3/4" 
VTRs & SONY M7 CAMERAS 

Sony DME-450 hundreds of digital 
effects & wipes incl 3-D. frame syncs. 
excl cond. $2950. Roger. 616-843-2820. 

TEMMER VIDEO SPECIALS 
MICROTRIE ACT1 JA 22 ENSEMBLE. AMPEX ADO 
YIDEOTEK PRODIGY A GRASS VALLEY S1VITCHERS 

USA TEL: 212-206-1475 FAX: 212-92,3-9082 

EDITING EQUIPMENT 

Want to Sell 

JVC CR-850U U-matic edit deck, opera-
tion manual, vgc, well maintained, $3000: 
JVC CR-600U U-matic edit deck w/op 
manual, vgc, $2500: Panasonic NV9600 
U-matic editor w/service manual, $500; 
Paltex R-510 A/D convert VTR cntrl 
w/manual, like new. $500. Evertz E2 NO 
converter VTR cntrl w/JVC U-mat cable, 
manual, like new. $1200. M Friedman, 
HVS, 800-236-4000. 

JVC editing pkg 850 U/600 U w/ECS-90 
editor, time code reader/gen, Sony moni-
tor. $6300180 804-225-2971 

Sony 2860A & 2260 3/4 w/Convergence 
ECS 90 cntrIr ,status monitor & manuals. 
$1450 + shpg TV Prod, 605-692-7457 

Panasonic AG-1970 (2). brand new, nev-
er used, $1325/ea; Future Video EC 1000 
PRO edit cntrlr, like new, $350; Knox 
K128B char gen. $250; Tektronix 528 wav-
form monitor, $500: 9" color monitors (2) 
rack mtd, $400; B/W monitors (2), gd 
cond, $150; Panasonics S-VHS 20" color 
monitor, like new. $250: get all as pkg 
$3750 + shpg. J Musser. TV 8. Rockford 
IL. 815-987-3970. 

CMX Omni 100E edit system, brand new, 
never used. $27K Don, 617-449-5830 

Convergence ECS-90 w/Pana interfaced 
cards, $500/130. D Broomfield. Mtn View 
Comm TV, 950 N Rengstorff Ave, Mtn 
View CA 94043. 415-968-1540. 

Sony Beta I edit system w/2 SL0383 & 1 
RM440 cntrlr, plus cables, gd cond. 
$2500/130. J HJey, Pictures & Sound. 
3206 Fayette Rd, Kensington MD 20895. 
301-942-9290. 

JVC RM-86U edit cntrlr w/cables, cntrls 
JVC S-VHS & JVC 3/4, used only few 
Times. S750. Bob, 617-821-2675. 

Panasonic AGA95 (3) edit cntrIrs, still in 
box. $50/ea. Steve, Videocom, 46 Charles 
Dr. New Castle DE 19720. 302-836-0484. 

Sony Type 5 edit syst w/V0-5850. lw hrs. 
VO-5800 w/new head, RM-440 edit cntrlr. 
(2) Sony high res monitors. $5400. Jaye. 
Nimbus Prod, POB 5903, Takoma Pk MD 
20913. 301-507-3358. 

JVC BR-8600U VHS editing rcdr, less 
than 450 hrs. very clean. $1500/130; JVC 
CR-8250 U-Matic edit rcdr, excel cond, 
400 hrs, JVC CR-5550 U-Matic edit plyr. 
clean 600 hrs, JVC AM-86U 45-pin edit 
cntrlr, will sell as pkg. $3000: other access 
avail, please call. Jett. Cinecan, Sudbury 
Ontario CANADA. 705-525-1801. 

LIGHTING 

Want to Sell 

Frezo light 500A photoflood lamp. $5. M 
Pombo, United Church of Christ 216-736-
2207 or C Bursell, 216-736-22n.: 

MOVIE PRODUCTION 
EQUIPMENT 

Wont to Sell 

16mm edit equip. 4-gang synchronizers, 
1 wiminutes-seconds counter, Moviola 
24fps motorized 4-gang synchronizer, sev-
eral rewinds. long & short shafts, Maier-
Hancock 1635 splicer, 816 splicer, Mom-
cop viewers, sound heads & readers, split 
reels, steel cans & reels, sell all or part 
call for prices. J Bailey, 813-896-1117. 

Steenbeck ST 921 as new with interloc, 
system, motor driven rewinder, extendsio, 
boards, fold out magnifier, sound reader 
16/35mm. $24000. N Ambatzis. Spectra! 
9 Formionos Str, Athens 16121 GREECE 

PEDESTALS 

Want to Sell 

TEMMER VIDEO SPECIALS 
VINTEN TERN PEDESTALS & MARK 7.13 HEADS 
SACHTLER & VINTEN&ITE TRIPODS 

USA TEL: 212-206-1475 FAA': 212429-9082 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Wont to Sell 

MIcrotime 220 FIT TBC. component/com-
posite. gd cond, $1495. D Brennan. 205-
823-0088. 

Alta Pyxis dual chnl TBC/SEG, op manu-
al, excl cond, new fans. $2000 M Fried-
man, HVS, 800-236-4000 

Nova 920 SP TBC. still under warranty, 
color bars, still. fade & digital effect, 
$3000130 John, 407-869-6266 

SWITCHERS 

Want to Sell 

Panasonic WJ-AVE5 audio/video mixer 
widual frame sync & digital effects, used 
only 8 mths. excl cond. $1200. Ray. 
Lutheran College, 3024 Fairfield, Ft 
Wayne IN 46807. 219-458-2396. 

Panasonic WJ-5500B SEG switcher, 
excel cond. manual, $1500. Panasonic 
AS2000 chroma keyer, excl cond, $300. M 
Friedman, HVS, 800-236-4000 

Grass Valley Horizon switcher 64x32 or 
32x64 video & mono audio routing switcher. 
HX64 dual chassis. no cntrl head. 516500. 
T Lee, TTL Eng, 2025 Kenilworth Ave, Los 
Angeles CA 90039. 213-383-0426. 

Video switches 3M 101 vertical switches. 
ten in. one out, audio follow video. $185 
702-386-2844 

TV Technology's Equipment Exchange provides a FREE 

listing service for all broadcast and pro-video end users. Brokers. 

dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end 

users can participate in the Equipment Exchange on a PAID basis. 

Call 1-703-998-7600 for details. 

Submit your free listings on your letterhead 

and state the make, model number, a brief description, sale price and 

complete contact Information and mall it to: 

TV Technology, PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041 

JVC KM-1600 SEG 4 input full process 
Y/C switcher w/chroma key, DSK and soft 
edge wipes. $4000. Cinecan, Ontario 
CANADA 705-515-1801 

TRANSMITTERS 

Want to Sell 

TV Transmitters. new. solid state 
VHF/UHF. 100 Watt, $6500: 250 Watt 
$8500; 500 Watt, $12500; 1000 Watt 
$24950; 110/220 volts, stereo ready. 
FM/AM transmitters also 305-757-9207. 

TUBES 

Want to Sell 

RCA 7007/6166, RCA 5762. 4x500, new. 
not rebuilt. 305-757-9207 

RCA Cavity parts. new. other RCA parts 
'A line" thru "E Line". 305-757-9207 

RCA 7007/6166, RCA 5762, 4x500. nue-
vo. no reconstruido 305-757-9207 

RCA Partes de repuestos, nuevos. otros 
pates de repuestos de RCA en almacen 
pars lax lovas de 'A" hasta "E" 305-757-
9207 

TV FILM EQUIPMENT 

Want to Sell 

Canon Scoopic 16" 16mm film camera. 
Canon Scoopic 16" 16mm film camber 
w/batts & chrgr; Siemens 16mm projector. 
R Reeves, Mid-Sth Prod, 9220 A-1 Pkwy 
E Ste 115, Birmingham AL 35206. 205-
251-3111 

USED EQUIPMENT 

Want to Sell 

JVC BRS 622U new, never used w/time 
code. warranty. $3500. J Phillips, 419-782-
8591. 

Sony VP5020 U-matic PB VCR. brand 
new rebuild, works great, $1200: Sony 
V04800 U-Matic port w/PortaBrace case 
& lots of extras $500 M Friedman HVS, 
800-236-4000 

TEMMER VIDEO SPECIALS 
SONY BETACAM & 1 & 114' & wt. SIMS& NTSC & PAL 

SONY.PANASONIC-CONARGENCE EDIT SYS 

USA TEL, 212-206-1475 FAX. 212-929-9082 

JVC CR-4700U 3/4" field rcdr; JVC CA-
4400U 3/4" field rcdr; Sony 3/4" top load 
VTRs. R Reeves, Mid-Sth Prod, 9220 A-1 
Pkwy E Ste 115. Birmingham AL 35206. 
205-251-3111. 

Hitachi VL-S100 S-VHS HiFi port tape 
rcdr, features incl a built-in IBC, 9-pin ser-
ial cntrl for use as an edit deck, 14-pin 
camera input, carrying case, (2) NP-1 style 
batts & a chrgr/pwr sply w/instruction 
book. $1799/130. David. Ruggles Photo & 
Video. 1660 Mathis Ferry Rd, Mt Pleasant 
SC 29464. 803-881-9669. 

Sony VP-2000 3/4" VTR. $100 D Broom-
field, Mtn View Comm TV. 950 N Rengstorff 
Ave. Mtn View CA 94043. 415-968-1540. 

Sony V0-8800 3/4" SP port deck w/BKU-
706 time code board, Ports-Brace case 
Ina excl cond, $2500. M McCleery. One 
by One. 210 Cherry Ave. Voorhees NJ 
08043. 609-354-0074. 

Panasonic EIAJ 1/2" VTR R-R color video 
rcdr/plyr, $50; Panasonic NV 2120 3/4" 
VCR, $100: Panasonic NV 9240 video 
cassette rcdr. $800; Panasonic port video 
rcdr NV 3085, 1/2" EIAJ format. $50; all 
pnces negot. M Pombo, United Church of 
Christ. 216-736-2207 or C Bursell, 216-
736-2204 
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BROADCAST 
STORE 

BUY • CONSIGN .SELL & 
SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

Priced To Sell! 

Grass Valley 200-CV Graphic Factory 
Ampex ADO-2000 
Soundcraft 6000 Audio Mixer 

Plus 3,500 items In Stock including: 
Harry with Encore & Paintbox, Betacam, 1" VTKs, 3/4", D-2, 
MK-II with Da Vinci, S-VHS, 3-chip Cameras... and more. 

BCS/LA: 818-551-5858 
BCS/NY: 212-268-8800 

BCS/Europe: 081-810-9055 

VIDEO PRODUCTION 
EQUIPMENT 

Want to Sell 

Quanta QCG500 bdct qual char gen 
w/multiple fonts & instant font sizing, gd 
cond. $2850. D Brennan, 205-823-0088. 

Laird 1450 CG w/12 fonts, PC interface 
card, manual, extender board. $1400/130; 
Sony VO 6800 3/4" port, needs work, 
$350/130. Versa Video Prod, 805-966-
0533. 

Sony XLBR new 20 minute 3/4" black 
video tape, $7 per 10 tapes per case, must 
purchase one case. Jaye, Nimbus Prod, 
POB 5903, Takoma Pk MD 20913. 301-
507-3358. 

Knox Color Box rack mt, $1200/80 or 
trade for DAT rcdr. R Suraci, Fine Art 
Prod, 67 Maple St, Newburgh NY 12550 
914-561-5866. 

VCR/VTRS/RECORDING 
MEDIA 

Want to Sell 

JVC 622 VTR, new in box. J Phillips, 414 
Washington Ave. Defiance OH 43512. 
419-782-8591. 

Sony EVO-9850 Hi-8 editor w/TBC, excl 
02y EVW300 3-chip Hi-8 camera w/12X 
lens, case & access, excl cond, 
$8000/both. Roger, 616-843-2820. 

Call now 
and ask for your 
free catalogue 

Sony 3/4" plyr VP-5000, $550; Sony VO-
5600 3.4" rcdr, lw hrs. $975. Jaye, Nimbus 
Prod, P013 5903, Takoma Pk MD 20913. 
301-507-3358. 

Recortec VTE210 1" video tape evaluator, 
$3900 702-386-2844 

Sony VO-6800 port 3/4" U-Matic rcdr, 400 
hrs, excl cond, $1000 firm. JVC-CA 4900U 
port 3/4" U-Matic rcdr, immaculate cond, 
hardly used, 100 hrs cJw new Porta-Brace 
case & strap & AC adptr/chrger. $1000. 
Jeff. Cinecan Prod, Sudbury Ontario 
CANADA. 705-525-1801 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Looking for FT pos w/cable company's 
local origination chnl or w/public/communi-
ty access chnl, 6 yrs cable tech. 1 yr 
prog/prod community access TV. B Wil-
son, POB 13921, Sacramento CA 95853. 

Steadicam Owner/Operator, camera 
operator. 7 yrs exper seeking assignments 
nationwide, steadicam EFP wiaccess. reel 
& resume avail A Jansen. 904-756-6764. 

Bdct Engrg Prof w/30 yrs exper. CBS 
Senior Project Eng. NEVE Chief Eng, 
Ward-Beck Dir of Eng, competent, flexible, 
diverse bckgrnd, resume, references. 
Arthur Schubert, 909 Manna Village Park-
way Ste 261. Alameda CA 94501. 510-
522-6167, FAX: 510-769-7834. 

3 yrs exper in all phases of prod. Amiga 
graphics proficient, college grad, resume & 
demo avail, can relocate. W Bebb. 205-
640-7121. 



DB Elettronica: A World of 
Quality Behind your Image, 
VAM 01 
High perfo-mances 
Stereo TV 
Modulator 

MTU / 5* 
Wideband mcdular 
TV transmitter 
Band I-111-N-V. 

IFCU / 5* 
Modular IF-CH 
TV converter 
Band I-III-N-V. 

CCU / 5* 
Modular TV 
Transposer 
Band 
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DB Elettrorica product line is designEc in compliance with the 
most stric international stand3rds employing an advanced 
technology of modular construction. life result is equipment of 
very high reliability and simple maintenance. 
DB Elettrorica is a world of qual ty beiind your image. 

DB Elettronica Telecomunicazioni S.p.A. 
Via Lisbona, 38 - Zona Industriale Sud 
I 35020 Commn - Padova - Italy 
Phone +39 - 49 - 8700588 (3 lines) - Fax +39 -49-8100141 • Telex 431683 DBE 
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Get Ready 
Digital video is here. Now! 
Are you ready to take 
advantage of the technical 
benefits digital has to offer? 
More important, are you 
prepared to take advantage 
of the financial benefits? 
Digital technology is not 

just a good engineering 
choice, it's a good business 
decision. You know digital 
video gives you the highest 

In H A R RIS 
A LLIE D 

signal quality, but did you 
know it provides you with 
new avenues to be more 
competitive, to make more 
money? 
But pathways abound. 

Parallel or Serial; 
Component or composite; 
Imbedded or Discrete; 
Compressed or Non-
compressed. Take the 
wrong path, and it can cost 

you money. But who can 
you trust to put you on the 
right path? Harris Allied's 
experience allows us to 
be the leader in this 
developing technology. 
And with over 70 years of 
broadcast experience, we 
know what it takes to get 
the job done. 
Harris has a proven 

track record in digital 

systems design and 
installation. All over the 
world. In all formats. So, if 
you have any questions on 
how digital technology 
can help, technically or 
financially, call us. 
And Se: ready. 
7920 Kentucky Drive 
Florence, KY 41042 USA 
606-282-4800 
Fax: 606-283-2818 

©1994 Harris Corp. 
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